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Playing God
KENZIE SMITH

Lets play a game.
Here’s how it goes:
I’ll build a story
with the words I compose.
I’ll start with nothing
Then all will combust.
I’ll build a universe
out of darkness and dust.
I’ll crush it small,
and pull it slow,
examine it close,
mold it like dough.

I’ll sculpt rocks and volcanoes,
water, air, and plants,
beings of all sizes,
from dinosaurs to ants.

I’ll cover the ground with soft green
and paint blue up above,
I’ll create heaven on earth
so they can live, learn, and love.
Then I’ll throw rocks at them!
Hell will rain from the skies.
Execute them, no mercy-a swift, dreadful demise!

I’ll then forge a new monster
with skin, thumbs and elbows.
They’ll be fragile and weak
but their knowledge will grow.
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I’ll plant seeds of violence,
war in the name of worship.
Spears, guns, tanks, bombs;
call it entrepreneurship.

They’ll do the work for me,
turn homeland to wasteland.
They’ll cull their own numbers,
Convinced that they understand.
They’ll starve their own people
exploit carbon-dioxide,
spill Pandora’s box of pain
robbery, rape, homicide.
And if they’re not fast enough,
too dull to entertain,
I’ll throw in some disasters,
fire, flood, acid rain.

And when it’s finally too late,
and they look on mortified,
they’ll see it’s all their own faults-a self-inflicted genocide.

My game has rhyme, but no reason.
I’m a true comedian.
Was losing any fun?
Do you want to play again?
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Dart Frog
NATALIE ORGA

Statement of Witness:

“The first time I saw the deceased, he was sitting on a greasy
bench at the bus station.
I’d been aware of him from the moment I’d walked into that
dingy little place. It was like a sixth sense had woken up within me;
I suppose every woman must have that sense to some degree. Most
times it’s a groggy, sullen little creature, raising its head to sniff the
air when it senses a trickle of danger -- a man’s touch lingers on the
small of my back for a moment too long, or a group of muscled twentysomethings is laughing a bit too drunkenly on the street corner. But
for some reason, that quiet man on the bus station bench fully roused
it, ears pricked and set on a swivel.
The fear only began in earnest when I walked over to the trash
bin to toss my granola bar wrapper. Before that moment, I’d been sitting on the slanted yellow bar that acted as a bench — god, the lengths
the city will go to in order to ensure there aren’t any comfortable
benches for the homeless to sleep on — staring off into space. I’d been
thinking about the museum I’d just tried to enter: the website had said
that it would be open until 9 pm, but when I’d arrived at 8, the man at
the counter told me with a smile that I couldn’t come in to look at the
art. “Sorry, but we can’t let anybody in this late. No, not even for a quick
look. Are you in town for long?”
I wasn’t, and that was my last chance to see that particular
museum. It has this classical sculpture exhibit I’d been eyeing online
for years. But what’s meant to be will be, I thought, digging my hands
in my coat pockets. My fingertips brushed something crinkled and
paper-thin — a granola bar wrapper from earlier that day. Crossing
over to the trash bin with the wrapper in my hand, I crushed my disappointment along with the foil in my palm.
As I passed in front of the man, his head snapped up. The sudden motion attracted my eyes, and I met his gaze for a split second —
just a second — but it was more than enough. Ice formed on my flesh;
I could feel the skin on the back of my neck and forearms rise like the
hackles of a cornered animal.
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His eyes were flat.
They did not reflect light — not in the slightest. Maybe it was
the way his head was tilted, or maybe it was some failing of the dank,
sickly bus station lamps. But — no. It was no trick of the light. There
was no glint in his eyes, no moisture, no sparkle of kindness, warmth,
or even — hell — dislike. There was only a simple, curtained void, and
something else, something unexpected.
Hunger.
It was the latching look of a predatory animal spotting its next
meal. I whipped my head forward, trying to ignore the trembling in my
hands.
He didn’t take his eyes off of me as I walked back to the other
side of the bus station, sat against the yellow bar-bench, and took my
phone out of my coat pocket to check the time. A quarter till ten. Only
five minutes until my bus would appear and whisk me away.
A dust-caked television flickered blearily from a corner near
the station door. I tried to listen to the news to distract myself, but it
was all bad news, as usual — an urgent reel of criminal mugshots and
grainy security camera footage. It did nothing to ease my nerves. The
odor of gasoline and wet pavement seemed to seep into my skin as I
waited.
One minute until the scheduled bus arrival, and the man with
the button-flat eyes was still watching me. His gaze generated tiny
pricks of heat that were growing more and more scalding by the
second. He seemed to be memorizing me, perhaps charting my movements internally, waiting.
For what?
I jumped at the sound of gravel crunching, but it was only tires
on the parking area beyond the numbered doors. The bus! I couldn’t
suppress a faint moan of relief as the headlights of the 9:50 bus flitted
over me.
The glass door folded open and I could’ve skipped inside.
Instead, with a degree of willpower, I walked steadily up to the bus
driver and dug in my coat pocket for change.
“Single, please.”
“That’ll be two-fifty,” he said without looking at me.
I poured the coins into his outstretched palm and he passed
me a ticket, then I headed straight for the back of the bus. I sighed as I
collapsed into the window seat on the right side. I leaned my forehead
against the cool glass, heedless of the grime.
“That’ll be two-fifty,” the bus driver intoned from the front of
the bus.
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I stiffened. There was only one other person in the station.
I didn’t want to look up, but I knew that eventually I would
have to. Reluctantly, I lifted my eyes without moving my head, peering
through a veil of hair. The streak of fading purple dye tinged my vision,
but there he was all the same, shuffling his way down the aisle toward
my, beetle eyes fixed on the back row.
My pulse quickened. I’d been followed home before, but they
had always been sloppy men, smelling sweet-sour of whiskey, grinning goofy-drunk and unwound, their legs moving clumsily like marionettes with their strings tangled. “Hey baby, hey sexy, sweetheart, honey, Why ya walkin so fast? Where ya headed? Ya speak english baby?”
You know. But this was different. This was the slow, silent circling of a
predator.
The man sat down in the seat across from me, in the row directly to my left.
That word, “predator,” sent a memory surging through me,
unbidden and long-forgotten: my mother pointing at a frog in a glass
enclosure. We were at the zoo, standing in the hot, cloying air of the
reptile house. I was six, I think.
“This is one of the most dangerous animals here, kid,” my mom
said, brushing the glass with a small, round-nailed finger.
“Nuh-uh.”
“Yuh-huh,” She insisted, crouching to get a better look, “A poison dart frog. It may look small, but it’s deadly as h... as heck.”
I giggled at my mother’s slip of the tongue; Mom was always
doing that. She scooped me up with both arms, lifting me so I could be
nose-to-nose with the glass. Mom always smelled like a fading morning, shampoo and coffee.
It was a tiny frog, rather sweet-looking with its round eyes and
splayed, toy-like toes. Its only extraordinary quality was its color. It
was the most vivid purple I had ever seen in my life, peppered with
black spots. It didn’t look real.
“See that color? That’s a big ol’ warning flag to predators —
anybody that might want to eat him,” Mom gazed fondly at the little
frog. Mom always knew everything there was to know about animals.
“What’s he warning em about?” I asked, eyeing the reptile with
newfound curiosity.
“That he’s the most poisonous animal around! Touch him, even
just a little, and BAM!” — Mom lunged suddenly for my sides, tickling
as I squealed in delighted protest — “You’re done for!”
I swatted playfully at her with the fabric belt around my waist
— I was still wearing my white-belt karate uniform from my class
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earlier that afternoon. Once the giggling ceased, Mom moved on to
look at the snakes, leaving me to ponder the frog in its tank. We looked
at each other, me with a mildly puzzled expression, and the frog with
the blank peacefulness of a creature accustomed to the constant press
of children’s faces on his enclosure. A creature that would never harm
anyone. Not an animal with deadly poison secreting from every pore.
Its color, however, was an alarm bell, a warning flag.
Something about the frog bothered me. But even as an adult,
hunched in the back of a bus trying to make myself smaller, I couldn’t
remember what it was.
Now is not the time for reminiscing, I reminded myself. How
could I get the driver’s attention without arousing the man’s suspicion? I thought of pressing the red button on the seat in front of me
and talk to the driver at the next stop. But then … what would I say?
That the man beside me was following me, yes, but what evidence did
I have to prove it? What if he was just getting on the same bus? He’d
been sitting at the opposite end of the station, so it was unlikely. But
still, he hadn’t done anything illegal or even technically threatening
yet. What could I say? That his eyes were too flat? Oh, officer arrest
him! His eyes aren’t interacting properly with the lights! A thousand
men were suddenly sitting in the driver’s compartment, all of them
shaking their heads. Women and their accusations these days, they all
said. So quick to point fingers.
I pulled out my phone. No bars. I opened the texting app and
typed a small message — “Hello!” — to my best friend, Liz. For a moment my phone seemed to think about it, and then it decided: Not delivered. A red exclamation point. With a small sigh, I typed again: “Hey,
I’m on a bus on my way back to the house right now, and there’s a man
here who I think might be following me. Probably not, but just letting
u know in case. If I don’t call in 20, call someone.” Sent.
Not delivered. (!)
I was being silly anyway, I thought; it was for the best. Next
time the bus passed someplace with Wifi, the message would send,
just to ease my ridiculous worries, but for now I would be fine. In less
than ten minutes I would be home, my little terrier, Milk, prancing
with excitement at the front door.
After a minute, I became dimly aware that the man had a runny
nose. Every twenty or so seconds, he gave a loud sniff, never raising a
hand to wipe his face but continuing to inhale noisily. It grated on my
already raw nerves.
Why was I so afraid? He was just a quiet, sniffly man. An incredibly nondescript one, at that — I realized with a jolt that besides his
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strange eyes, I hadn’t registered anything about his physical appearance. He was white, about six foot, and … that’s all. I tried to peek at
his clothes out of the corner of my eye, but could only make out a dark
wash pair of jeans.
Oh, what the hell. There was nothing to worry about anyway.
Here I was, all wound up, when he was just another man trying to get
home on a Tuesday night. I imagined what I’d say to Liz when I saw
her the next day at lunch: “Sorry about that weird message; turns out
I’m as high-strung as my dad. Lemme tell you a story…” We’d laugh,
she’d joke about my father, and I’d watch the ice cubes in my drink
bounce as the bartender poured me another. I had a long night, I’d
chuckle. But I guess that’s not exactly how it went. Do you think it’s
better this way? My Mom always said that everything that’s meant to
be, is. It’s a comforting thought, isn’t it? Do you think that’s the case?
What? — Right. The bus.
My neighborhood was the next stop and I pushed the red
button, already feeling lighter. The brakes whined as the bus ground
to a halt, and I was up and stumbling toward the door before it had
stopped completely. I gave the bus driver a little wave as I descended
the steps:
“Have a good night.”
“‘Night,” he returned, eyes on the road ahead.
The sidewalks were silent at this hour, and I found myself enjoying the quiet as I set off toward home, the whispering brush of my
sneakers on the pavement the only sound. Until —
“‘Night.”
Another pair of feet hit the sidewalk some twenty feet behind
me.
“Fuck.”
The chances of him living on the same quiet residential street
were slim to none. I knew there were only three other houses on it
besides than my own, and I knew the people who lived in them. A dim,
panicky portion of my mind threw out the desperate idea that perhaps
he was a family member coming to visit one of my neighbors, but the
creature in my stomach knew that this wasn’t true. It was bristling,
retreating against my spine with its muscles taut.
I began to walk more quickly, digging into my pocket. My
right hand still clutched my phone, but I knew that without a signal I
wouldn’t be able to call 911. I’d have to make it home first. Just make it
down the street.
My left hand found my keys, and I wrapped them in my fist
with the longest piece of metal, the key to the house, jutting from the
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flesh between my pointer and middle fingers.
The man behind me sniffed.
About one hundred yards away, I could see my home, a little
brick house with a wash of ivy creeping across its surface. The kitchen
windows were dark, but the window to my living room emitted a faint
glow. I’d left a lamp on for my dog, who loved to bask on the couch in
its yellow warmth while the television played. I could see the pale light
of the TV dancing on the windowpane, reflecting a snippet of some
fast-paced, blue-washed channel -- the news, probably.
Another sniff.
I clutched my keys hard enough to send sparks of pain shooting
through my fingers. Fifty yards. If he had been heading for a neighbor’s house, he would have turned by now. No, there was absolutely
no mistaking his intentions now.
That’s when he started whistling.
A slow, high-pitched tune. It was ironically cheerful, but the
jauntiness of the notes was twisted by the unhurried, almost lazy pace.
Twenty yards.
I broke into a run, terrified that I’d trip, fall and end the chase
right there. Behind me the whistling continued, deliberate and far, far
too close.
I skidded to a halt in front of the front door, my sweaty right
hand fumbling as I dialed 9-1-1, my left trembling violently as I tried
to insert the key in the lock. The key stuck halfway in — it was prone
to jamming.
“Fuck, fuck fuck fuck…”
I wrenched the key free, gasping.
Ten feet behind me, the whistling stopped.
Facing the door, I froze, keys in hand. Slowly, I turned around to
face the man with the flat eyes.
There he was, standing on the sidewalk in front of my concrete
porch steps. The streetlamps were too distant to illuminate him, but
the gleam from the television in my living room rippled coolly over his
features as if he were standing at the edge of a pool. I could even hear
the television set faintly, some harried reporter repeating a criminal
watch warning.
“If you have any information on this man, please call the following number…”
He was smiling, but it didn’t reach his eyes. His left hand was
buried in his jacket pocket, and I could see that his fingers were curled
around an object. For a beat, he stood and watched, savoring me. He
began to walk toward me, drawing the small hunting knife from his
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pocket.
His smile faltered as I took a step forward to meet him. He’d
been so predictable.
Before he could shift his weight, I buried my key in one of those
blank button eyes.
As his blood spouted upward like the contents of a burst pipe,
I thought about my mother. I used to think she knew everything about
animals. About instincts and predators, wilderness and defense. But
none of that knowledge could defend her when it came to humans —
some creatures you just can’t predict. On a Sunday, on her way home
from the grocery store, a man had grabbed her. Her body was found
the following week. I didn’t know why, or who. Only that she’s gone
now. Things like that happen all the time nowadays. Crazy, isn’t it?
The man’s screams reverberated down the sidewalk, shrill and
gargled in the still night. His eyeball reflected the street lights now,
a glistening tangle of nerves lying on the pavement like an uprooted
bulb.
His left arm swung hysterically at me with the hunting knife,
but I swatted it away, pulling his arm across my leg smoothly. His
shrieks grew louder and rawer, but they didn’t mask the thick snap of
his arm breaking, or the crunch of his elbow giving way.
The hand that had previously held the knife was quickly ground
beneath my foot, the fingers twisting and popping. The human body
is easy to break, in the end. Even a strong man twice your size can be
crushed like a finger joint. You just have to learn how. You have to have
the element of surprise. Luckily, I had it. And I used it in self-defense.
As I slit the man’s throat open with his hunting knife, I remembered what it was about the poison dart frogs that had bothered me.
It was their colors; so vivid, flashy enough to alarm their potential
attackers, to tell them not to bother attacking. “Why warn your enemy,”
I thought, “when you can make sure they never attack again?”
Yes. I did kill him. But you understand, it was self-defense, as
well as to save others. Wouldn’t you have done the same?
When I was finished, I sat on my front steps, still clutching the
knife, and listened as the sirens drew closer and closer. Inside the
house, my dog was yapping insistently at the door, but I didn’t want
him to get lost outside amidst the chaos of the fast approaching police
cars and ambulances. He would understand.
While I waited, I listened to the television set through my
window. It continued to flick through its reel of nightly news, always
repeating the alert that had been popping up periodically on television
for the past week.
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“This man has killed at least three women, and raped four...”
Isn’t it insane that people like that are allowed to just roam
around? I mean, the police do try to catch them, but not hard enough.
People are dying. People like my mother.
The reporter added that the criminal was still at large in the
area, and seemed to be preying on women mostly in parking lots, bus
stops, and train stations.
“So don’t go to these places alone unless you’re looking for
trouble, alright ladies?” the reporter advised.
I tossed the knife into the grass and waited.

This statement attached is true and correct to the best knowledge
and belief of the undersigned. Under penalties of perjury, I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements
contained in this Affidavit are true and correct.
Signature of the Witness(es): X
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Arrival at Parque O’Higgins
HOLLY M. O’MALLEY
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Free
MOLLY O’GARA

I asked my friend if this changed me.
I wanted him to say no,
Just like you wanted me to say yes.
He told me that,
before that night,
I was free.

Free was
the ocean I learned to swim in
And what it was like when my mother let me go.
My sister’s freckles in July
And mine in August.

The highway home
With the orange lights and the blue signs
And every note playing to whoever needs to hear it.
Me letting other people touch me,
Me loving their skin with mine,
Exchanging what we needed to.
The wind pulsing
Where my blood does,
Coming back to curl my hair
Around my neck.
My laugh
Unfiltered, unforgotten, and
unchangeable.
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My tongue
Using its power with no motive at all,
Only to let it be known that it could.

My bed,
The blankets that encompassed but never
Suffocated me.
The galaxies within
My nail polish,
And the supernovas in my lipgloss.

My skin,
Untouched but untethered by the thought
Of being so.
And the word free meant the same thing
as “before you.”
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Dilettante
SHANE CARLEY

From across the living room, she stood next to the ornately
decorated Christmas tree with a peppermint cranberry mimosa in her
hand. She was alone among the bustling crowd. Everyone was intoxicated by the alcohol, the excitement of the holiday, or the news that
brought them all there that night. I wondered who she was or which
one of them she knew. Leaning against the wall, I stared at my drink,
hoping to find the answers through the lens of inebriation.
Almost all the guests looked the same. Each man wore a red or
green sweater, and their date wore one of the complementing color.
One or two had varied the monotony of appearances by having a
snowman or reindeer stitched to the front. George told me the party
would be more formal. Not everybody understood what that meant. I
wore my dark wool suit and the tie that Elise had given me for Christmas two years ago, the navy blue one with the yellow ducks on it. I
hadn’t seen my brother or Elise since I had arrived.
They tell me that it’s time to get back out there. What do they
know? George met Elise in elementary school, and they’ve been together ever since. I drove them to their prom and everything in between. They will never know how it feels for the love of their life to
walk out on them, waking up the next morning to find the apartment
they shared half empty without so much as a note explaining why it
was over. Nothing except the engagement ring they had hidden in their
sock drawer somehow finding itself on their coffee table.
Get back out there. As if it was that easy.
And yet, that woman by the tree had caught my eye. Smaller,
slightly younger than George. Dirty blonde hair and brown eyes.
Gentle eyes. The dark blue dress she wore made her stand out amid
the sea of red and green. She sipped her drink with an expression
of laxness painted on her face, as if the party was being held for her
personal amusement. I rubbed my forehead to relieve the tightness
etched into my skull. She really was beautiful.
Thinking about her made me sore.
But I thought anyway.
“Hello,” I’d say. “Friend of the bride or groom-to-be?”
“Neither, I saw the lights outside and took it as an open invita-
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tion.” We’d laugh and she might say, “Elise and I were roommates in
college. I’ve known her and George forever.”
“You’re telling me. I drove them to their first date.”
“Overbearing older brother?”
“That’s right. I’m Newland.”
“Iris,” she might say. Those gentle eyes.
We could spend the rest of the evening together, chatting, getting to know one another. Maybe we would take a walk in the park
as the snow begins to fall and she would admit that she had hoped
I would talk to her. She might tell me that her previous relationship
ended recently, too. How afraid she’s been. How happy we could make
each other. How we wouldn’t have to worry about the other leaving in
the middle of the night. How the answer might be “yes” instead of fleeing before the question is even asked.
George and Elise entered the room and brought me back into
reality. Elise’s left hand sparkled with her engagement ring. The crowd
flocked to them and left the room almost barren, except for me and
her. On opposite sides of the living room, we stood our ground.
She caught my gaze.
The space between the woman and I seemed to grow. I dropped
my eyes away from hers. I couldn’t make that distance.
I finished my drink, congratulated the happy couple, and made
my way to the door.
As I put on my coat, I caught one more glimpse of the woman.
Could we have what George and Elise have?
The idea satisfied me enough, and I went out into the night.
I thought it would be snowing.
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Leave That Nervous Shit at Home
TIMOTHY BLACK

I leave with more than an hour to get there. Too much time, but
that’s fine with me. My thoughts race with all the possible yet ridiculous scenarios that could occur. A first meeting is always the hardest
and this one was prefaced by four months of waiting. Waiting. I hate
waiting, but I am chronically early. Normally this is a helpful quirk
that dissuades episodes of anxiety, and anything that can combat the
constant fear of irrational things that arises from simply existing is a
wonderful trait in my book, especially after the last three hours. Three
hours ago, I was woken up by a cat kneading my chest. After removing the creature, with more than a few complaints from him, I walked
gracefully to the bathroom and promptly vomited into the toilet. A few
heaves and the dread and anxiety were temporarily gone, a relatively
good start to my day. With that issue out of the way, I finished my
morning routine. I forced myself to eat, and then spent an hour listening to a histrionic cacophony of edgelord bands meant for thirteenyear-olds whose moms said no in a desperate attempt to not vomit
again.
I still feel ready to vomit. Lancaster, Pennsylvania is not a town
I am familiar with, so needless to say I am one minor inconvenience
from throwing myself into a woodchipper. I stand in front of the Prince
Street Café, a small yet bougie place, and wait. Every person walking by could be him, even though I know what he looks like. I check
BBC, Twitter, and Snapchat and when all is said and done, I’ve burned
about two minutes. I keep shifting from side to side, looking down the
street both ways. I go back to the news. Maybe others’ misfortunes will
dampen my melodrama. I check the streets again and a vaguely familiar form has appeared. Over six feet tall, long curly black hair and all
legs. A good concept art of a black Waluigi.
“Hi.” He raises his hand as if to wave, but then hesitates and
puts it back down.
“Hi.” I interlock my hands together in front of my chest.
“I hope you weren’t waiting long.”
“No. Not at all. I was just reading about the Venezuelan debt crisis.” The Venezuelan debt crisis. That’s what you have to say?
“Sounds cool.” A punctuating pause. He thinks you’re fucking
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crazy. Great. “Follow me.”
Back one alley and then another, I accompany him. Without
warning he turns around and embraces me. He breathes in deep, and
then releases the breath, but not me.
“It’s been a long day.” It comes out like a confession. “I fucked
up my visa application.”
I don’t say a word, simply let him hold me. I squeeze him just
a little. I squeeze him so he knows that I heard. I squeeze him so I can
pull him closer. I squeeze him because maybe this will make up for the
fact that I said nothing. We simply stand there, embracing in between
a dumpster and a shop selling knickknacks that only rich white people
would want. He smells like weed and body spray that I can’t place.
He sighs and releases me. “That’s enough of that.”
We travel back through the alleys, but not to the Prince Street
Café. We descend into a little coffee shop a few blocks away. We settle
into a couch, at the far side of the shop. Behind it hangs a map of
Middle Earth.
“So, you’re going to London? Sounds cool.” I ask hoping to start
something.
“I guess… Are you studying abroad?”
“Probably not. Do you have any plans for the summer?”
“Um… Yeah. I’m doing research. I’m hopefully volunteering too.”
He talks quietly making you lean into him to hear like someone out
of a Fitzgerald novel. He whispers and mumbles as if at anytime we’ll
be found out and taken, as if silencing his words could maintain the
fragile fantastical reality in which he is just a boy and I am just a boy.
With a hesitant air to his speech that comes from a lifetime of fighting
accents in language after language. Voice gentle as if raising it by one
decibel would scare away what is there. “What about you?”
“I’m hoping to do research too. I’m trying to get a fellowship to
study fascism during the Spanish Civil War. It’s actually really interesting because it’s so different from everywhere else… Sorry, that was a
lot.” Did you really just bring up Falangism?
“You’re cute when you blush.” Eyes dancing between anxiety
and politeness. I know he’s anxious somewhere, but there’s not a true
physical sign. If I only could will away the red from my cheeks, to allow
myself to surpass adolescent idiocy and be calm for once.
“Stop.” I’m a man dammit. I’m not cute.
“Why?” He takes a sip of his French press yet seems unsatisfied.
“Bitter.”
“It’s just weird.”
“It’s cute, though.” He gives a playful grin, and I sigh.
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ness.”

“Yes, because looking like a candy cane is the epitome of cute-

“It can be… Do you wanna leave?”
“Um… Sure.”
He walks in a rushed yet casual way that comes from years of
living in towns and cities much larger than this one. He has little time
for those around him, but I bump into him and he seems momentarily
startled, his eyes losing an apathetic glaze. His body tenses. His face
softens as he looks at me.
“How ya doing?” The code of the introvert.
“I wanna get out of here.” I want to leave the streets. I want to
be somewhere where I don’t have to throw energy around like hyperinflated money.
“Then let’s go.”
I’ll lay in bed later sleeping in my clothes because they smell
like him and my teenage girl emotions overtake my logic, but before
that we’ll traipse the streets and make fun of Color Me Mine. He’ll get
annoyed at an intoxicated Latina slumped over a counter in a Dollar
Store yelling “¡Mi bebe!” over and over again for no particularly good
reason. I’ll accidentally run a red light. Then we’ll make my shirt smell
like him, kissing and whispering in the front bench seat of a car older
than both of us. Then he’ll kiss me good night and it won’t hit me until
I’m out of town. Maybe as he walked home, he began thinking of other
things: his visa application, which documentary to watch tonight or
why he had even decided to meet me in the first place, but my only
thoughts were of the sealing kiss. That stupid cat will be on my bed
when I get home. He’ll smell me once and run off. He hates the smell of
weed.
“Don’t like him? I do.”
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To Hyacinth
KENZIE SMITH

Kolona Temple of Apollo, Aegina, Greece
Before I found you,
mine was a tedious existence.
I dragged myself from slumber at dawn,
charioted across the azure sky,
and returned to my bed beyond the horizon at dusk.
I warmed all the beings of the world,
but I could never warm myself.
Then they built me a home of stone
upon the cyan shores of a pistachio isle
with doric columns and an open roof,
so that I could visit each day.
But still, I was alone

until one day, you came and
gently rooted inside my home.
You raised your heavy head to me and smiled,
and I suddenly had never shone so bright.
I vowed to visit you every day.
I bathed you in devoted light
and you bloomed so beautifully.
And when a jealous Zephyr
came to steal you in the night,
with songs carried on the wind,
and dances performed on the breeze,
you remained, steadfast, until

that fatal gust, so strong, ripped away
all of of your gentle petals and snapped
your fragile stem.
That night, I too died.
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With a broken heart, my home began to crumble.
The foundation, once as strong as me,
fractured with each passing dawn.
The columns fell in succession,
leaving just one, stretching
tall and longingly toward the daylight.
I mourned in ruins for decades,
weathering the grey stones
with my tears. As decades turned to centuries,
those heavenly sobs mended my home.
Grass crawled up through the cracks,
vines snaked around each bend and
flowers blossomed over each mound,
consuming the grey and overlaying emerald
and cerise and butterscotch and blush,
filling the bones with heart
and the body with soul.
Yet my own heart belongs to you
even as your soul belongs elsewhere.
So if a sorrowful wind
ever this way blows,
I pray you somehow return to me,
my humble violet Hyacinth.
Yours forever,
Sun.
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Cradled Under the Weeping Cherry
AMANDA UENO FOWLER

Staggering through the night,
The chill of late spring
Brushes against your cheek,
But you’re not quite ready to sober up
Just yet, when
You hear a gentle weeping, and turn to see
Standing there, under the moonlight
The weeping cherry tree
With her head hung low
Curtains of delicate pink swaying,
Enticing you to crawl underneath
Rest your head onto the remains
Of the flowery tears she had shed
Catch a glimpse of the moon
Each time the branches make a sway
Somebody once said
That there must be a body buried
Under the root of every cherry tree
Which lends it the color red

But this night, the color blue permeates your mind
It gives you a headache as it fights to break free
And it’s tempting to let out the blues
To heave it all out
But you hold back, in fear
Of tainting the flowery refuge
You decide it is time you crawl out
And leave her to do all the sobbing
But find that you are unable to move
As the branches begin to spin,
And the world caves in
Your blue blending with her red
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Dissolving into a cloud of purple
Which they will question in the morning
When you are spotted,
Curled up by the foot of the weeping cherry.
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Somewhere with Wolves
NATALIE ORGA

The town of Saint Lace, Maine, was a quiet place, rough as dried
elbows and small as an afterthought. It was all wooden shingles and
damp sidewalks, hemmed in by thickets of trees, green, brown, and
yellow. Stark little houses with grim faces lined slick streets, and the
old groves of trees seemed to lean towards the buildings as if listening
for whispered rumors. And maybe they were. Saint Lace was that sort
of place. It was quiet, but not for lack of gossip. It was quiet because, it
seemed, all the conversations were held in hushed voices.
This is what Anne Flint, the owner of the Curio shop, was thinking when the stranger sauntered inside. She had been pretending to
read a book, but she couldn’t focus. The same paragraph floated before
her eyes dazedly, her mind mulling over the previous customer’s comments. The woman had plucked a pair of earrings from the jewelry
rack, slapped them on the counter, and leaned in close. Had she heard
that Millie from the bakery was pregnant? Did she know how young
Millie was, and who the father was? That good-for-nothing highschool
sweetheart. And didn’t she know that he would leave her?
Anne hadn’t known, but she really hadn’t cared to. Millie was
a round-faced girl with curious eyes. She used to come into the Curio shop when she was a child, tugging on the sleeve of her mother’s
woolen sweater, pressing her tiny fingers against glass panes. Anne
had met the highschool sweetheart before, too, and couldn’t see why
he was a good-for-nothing. He’d seemed kind enough. But then again,
nothing was ever quite kind enough for Saint Lace. The scrutinizing
eyes were as cold and dull as the slate rock that the Curio shop stood
on. As Anne placed the earrings into a brown paper bag, she’d wished,
for a brief, burning moment (the seventh that day), that the shop
wasn’t her responsibility.
The Curio shop hadn’t always been Anne’s. It had been her
husband’s. His pride and joy, perched on the jagged coastline. His
palace of relics; rough-edged books in the back left corner, old furniture behind the display window, odds and ends packing the place to
the ceiling. Rows of shelves, dripping cobwebs, slicing the inside into
a cross-section of forgotten items. It used to be a home, back when it
was run by the two of them, awash with lamp light and the scent of
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her husband’s incense. Tangy and rich, the only exotic sliver of Saint
Lace.
Now the place smelled of dust, and nothing ever stirred it. The
light inside was cold, reflected from the frigid waters outside the windows. The paragraph of Anne’s book taunted her eyes, unreachable.
That’s when the stranger entered, shouldering his way through
the door in a cloud of cigarette smoke and doorbell-music. Anne
folded the page of her book carefully and watched.
He was tall and slender, a frame that didn’t fare well in the
chilly Maine climate. He moved with feline grace, his legs and arms
swinging smoothly. His hair was shaggy and strawberry-blonde, rough
as a fox’s pelt. A bandana was tied tight around his throat, his coat too
thin for the season.
Anne watched him prowl through the aisle towards the counter, glancing half-heartedly at a Native American wood carving on the
shelf as he passed. He was not from Saint Lace, it was obvious. But
there were no tourists, either, so what was he doing here? Anne closed
her book slowly, folded her hands on her lap, and waited.
“What is this place?” His voice was smooth liquor, and accented.
French, maybe? Anne couldn’t be sure.
“It’s the Curio shop,” Anne pointed redundantly at the sign in
the window. She realized how bland her voice sounded. Bored, unaffected. She suppressed a shudder.
“I see. So what kinds of things does a curio shop sell, exactly?”
he asked, swinging a hip to one side and cupping his fingers around
his cigarette. Anne watched the flame spring to life, the butt blackening and then blazing gently. The shop was supposed to be No-Smoking,
but she didn’t stop him. She didn’t want him to go. Why was that? She
shifted the book from her lap to the counter.
“Odds and ends. Anything that’s strange or out-of-the-ordinary.
Rare. You know,” she added, although he probably didn’t. He nodded
anyways.
“That’s why you’re here, then.” His lips curled around the cigarette in a smirk. Anne flushed.
“No, this is my husband’s shop,” she blurted, immediately wanting to shove the words back into her mouth. She could feel her cheeks
burning.
“Oh? Where is he?” the man asked, unbothered.
“Dead,” she responded, tactless. When was the last time she’d
spoken to a stranger?
“I’m sorry,” he followed, sounding mostly indifferent. She relished the lack of pity in his voice. She was sick of sympathy, suffocat-
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ing and sweet.
“What’s this?”
“It’s a carving of a wolf. From one of the tribes that used to live
in this area. Do you like it?”
“Not particularly. But I want to remember this shop. May I?” he
inquired, reaching towards the handle of the glass case. Anne nodded.
His hands were long-fingered, feminine. He lifted the little wolf from
its perch and turned it around in his palms, watching the pale light
glint from its rugged snout.
“I’ll take it. How much?”
“You can have it,” Anne said before she could stop herself. He
cocked a reddish eyebrow, but shrugged and slipped the little figurine
into a leather bag at his waist.
“Are there many wolves here, in Maine?”
“Not outside of this shop. Not for a long time,” Anne responded.
“Have you ever seen one?”
“Yes.”
It was a lie. When she was a child, she swore up and down that
a wolf lived in her backyard. She wouldn’t go outside at night alone,
and even then she was afraid. When she checked the mailbox (usually
empty), she’d scamper as quickly as she could in her bare feet down
the drive and dash back into the house. Years later, she’d told her husband about the wolf. She was convinced of its existence; she thought
she had heard it howling, a sound like a child’s scream, and she’d seen
reflective eyes in the bushes, round and searching. Her husband had
told her that it had been a fox. Don’t worry, he’d said. Nothing dangerous is in Saint Lace. But wouldn’t she love to see a wolf up close?
Wouldn’t that be an adventure?
At the time, Anne had wanted nothing to do with wolves. He
had been adventure enough. He was wild and fresh and untrapped.
But now, thinking of the fierce little carving, she felt a raw thrill at the
thought of seeing those eyes again. Of feeling that fear. Of feeling anything.
“Do you miss having them around?” the man asked, smoke curling around his words.
“Very much.”
What if she got into the old Prius out back, drove away from the
coast, away from the cold, into the forest? Where would she go? Somewhere with wolves, she decided.
“Hmm. I’m sorry. Maybe they’ll come back someday.”
“They won’t. Not to Saint Lace.”
“Quiet town.”
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“Definitely.”
The man seemed distracted now, and was swaggering his way
back towards the door. A plume of smoke trailed over his shoulder, a
scent lingering in his wake that reminded her of lamplight. He threw
the half-dead cigarette butt into the trash can by the door and turned
over his shoulder, grinning as a thought occurred to him.
“Hey. Maybe there’ll be a wolf outside of this shop sooner than
you think,” he chortled. The sound was light.
He slipped outside the door, sending the bells into their frenzied dance, and turned towards her on the other side of the glass.
Smiling, he pulled the wolf carving from his waist pack and, with
dramatic flair, placed it on the ground just outside. Ta-da! Anne could
see him laughing, and she couldn’t help but chuckle weakly at his little
joke. He walked back into the parking lot; Anne watched him speed off
in a little green Sedan. The odor of the cigarette filled the room as she
gazed at the spot where his car had disappeared into the trees. That
was when she realized it: the trash can was on fire.
Anne leapt from behind the counter and lunged towards it,
panicked. A small blaze was kindling, fueled by the little brown paper
bags that she folded things in, paper cups from the ice cream store,
and receipts. Nothing she couldn’t put out quickly. The smell was crisp,
old. But tinged with something exotic.
Anne froze. It smelled of incense. She watched the flames grow,
spilling from the waste bin like a drooping plant. It snagged a tapestry
on the wall, and she watched it climb the woven threads eagerly.
Slowly, Anne opened the door and marched outside into the
brisk wind. The water slapped the broken-jaw shoreline, and the trees
seemed to glow in the dusk. She bent down and picked up the little
wooden wolf at her feet. His little eyes peered up at her like a pair of
promises. By the time she reached her car, the Curio shop was an inferno. The fire had spread more quickly than she could have imagined,
and flames billowed like streamers from the windows. The wooden
shingles slid to the ground, charred, pieces of the building crumbling
as if it were nothing but a poorly constructed gingerbread house.
Anne slid into the driver’s seat of the Prius and angled the rearview mirror away from the blaze. Already, alarms blared somewhere
near the center of town. People would whisper about this event for
years, she knew. But that was no longer her concern.
Where would she go?
Somewhere with wolves, she thought. She placed the carving
on her dashboard and twisting her key into the ignition, letting the
engine purr to life. Somewhere with wolves.
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Lighthouse Spiral
MAY LONERGAN
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If I Still Fixed Things
BECKY MONTROSS

I would pull the cigarette
from your mouth,

smoke the last bit for you
so it’s not wasted,
make you swear on your life
that you’d never smoke again

I would tell you to sleep
instead of smoke
I would climb in bed
next to you
sit between your legs
like the cig between your fingers
and then I’d kiss you,
pull the nicotine addiction
right out of you
you’d light me
and I’d burn
until there was nothing
left of me to figure out

Your eyes would close,
vapor from my breath
would cloud your sweet dreams

night would fall on us like
ash
and the next morning
those yellow shadows that haunt your face
would be gone
36

I would open you up
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see your lungs,
greying
		
(but I can’t find a way into your chest,
zipper, perforation, buttons…)
I want to open you,
but I’m afraid I’ll find
a fire inside – fueled by whatever
kindling you’ve been holding onto

I want to love the pain right out of you but
I don’t think you could do that for me –
it’s nice to think you could.
Boy,
I could fix you right up,
but I don’t fix things anymore.
I can’t reverse time.

I can’t unbreak your heart.
I can’t kill your bad habits.

I can’t dream you up
and expect dreams to turn to flesh.
I have broken parts too –

I used to smoke
but I told myself to stop
when my nose hit your chest and
I smelled a whole pack of cigs
on your jacket –
you pulled me so close,
I shouldn’t have been that close.

And if you can remember,
I pulled away
because I don’t fix things anymore,
and I certainly can’t fix you.
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Islands in the Grey Area
AMY MILNER
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Sustenance
HALLIE S. WILK
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Teupasenti
HALLIE S. WILK
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Night Magic
JACKIE MCMAHON

Disa woke suddenly in the darkness of night with a scream
lodged in her throat and blood on her sheets.
The girl bolted up on her pallet, trying to catch her breath. The
nightmare had been so real, so lifelike, that it took her a moment to
remember where she was. She threw back the blankets and her horror
only returned to her. Her thighs were sticky with blood, looking black
in the darkness, and it had stained her nightgown and bed as well.
This had never happened to her before. Mother told her it was coming,
but she’d hoped…
Where was Mother? Disa squinted and looked around, suddenly cognizant that Mother was not asleep in bed. She could see Father’s
large lump of a form under the covers, hear his loud snores, but there
was no one beside him. Disa saw that her brothers and sisters were all
sound asleep, but she realized that Eydis was not to be found either.
A young woman about five years older than Disa, she’d come to them
three years ago when Father brought her back from his expedition in
a land across the sea. Sometimes when she braided Disa’s hair, Eydis would tell her of where she was born, where the land was green
and flat, flowers bloomed in the spring, and the men spoke a strange
tongue Disa did not know. Her name had not been Eydis then, but
when Mother insisted that she be freed, Eydis chose to stay with them
and take a new name. Now she lived with them and worshipped their
gods, and always seemed to be by Mother’s side. “Girls do not have
many choices in this world, Disa,” Mother said to her at the time. “And
I do my part to give them one whenever possible.” Disa had not known
what Mother meant then, but now she thought she did.
Quietly Disa slipped from their hut and out into the cool night.
She wished she had remembered her shoes, but did not turn back. The
village was still and seemingly lifeless, and the moon hung full in the
sky. Disa felt its light on her face. Father told them that there was a
man in the moon, but Mother had laughed and assured Disa that it was
a woman, the goddess of the moon. “The sun is a god,” she said. “And
he rules the day, but the night is ruled by women, and they are always
watching you.”
Disa wished the goddesses could tell her what to do now. She
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looked around and that was when she swore she heard something, the
sound of a voice. A feminine voice. “Mother?” Disa whispered softly,
even though she knew there was no chance her mother could hear her.
There was a faint light emanating from one of the huts at the other
end of the village, which Disa knew belonged to Helga. Old Helga was
the widow of the last jarl, who died before Disa was born, and Disa
knew little about Helga except that she was very old and very wrinkly,
with eyes that seemed to see all. Disa and Trigve often tried to guess
how old she was. Trigve thought Helga had to be a hundred, but Disa
wondered if the old woman had somehow lived forever. Still, she was a
woman, so perhaps she would know what to do about the blood. Cautiously, Disa made her way to Helga’s hut.
The closer Disa got, the louder the noises became. Disa realized
that it was not one woman’s voice, but many, chanting in unison. She
tiptoed towards the open doorway of Helga’s hut, peeking out in hopes
that she would not be seen. She remained crouched behind the doorframe, staring in starry-eyed awe. There were many women in billowing white nightgowns, holding hands and dancing in two concentric
circles. In their hands were long strings of yarn which they passed
between them, so that the cords became tangled and convoluted. Disa
could not make out the words they were saying and she wondered if
they were a blessing, or a prayer, or a curse.
In the center an old woman had her face pointed upwards,
waving her arms and muttering to herself, waving a large wooden staff
carved with runes in one of her hands. Helga. Disa’s eyes searched
the circles, but she could not make out the women’s faces, which only
appeared to her in snatches as they continued to circle Helga. In the
firelight, Disa suddenly spotted a glint of reddish hair. Eydis? She was
the only woman in their village with hair like that. Uncle said that red
hair was an ill omen. It was ironic, considering Eydis was the name of
the goddess of good luck. But what was Eydis doing here?
Disa didn’t know why, but she felt like this was something she
wasn’t meant to see. She stumbled backwards, but she must have
made a noise, because suddenly Eydis’s red head turned towards her
and their eyes met. Eydis’s face lit up with recognition. “Disa?” All the
other women stopped to look at her and Disa spotted Mother, in her
nightgown and holding the now knotted yarn. Even Helga in the center
turned to stare, lowering her staff, and Disa had never felt so embarrassed. “What are you doing here? Oh Disa, you’re bleeding.”
That was effectively the end of whatever it was Disa had witnessed. The others left and Mother sat Disa down inside the hut, while
Eydis soaked cloths in a basin of water to clean her up. Helga too
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remained, but she said nothing, only watching Disa with a penetrating gaze that made her feel as if she’d done something wrong. “Am I in
trouble?”’
Mother shook her head. “No, my darling. You’re not in trouble.”
“What were you all doing?”
The women looked at each other, and then Mother glanced
away. “You’re a woman now, Disa. I’ll have to show you how to clean
up your blood. It is nothing to worry about. My mother taught me the
same thing when I was about your age.”
Disa’s lower lip quivered. She could hear Uncle’s voice in her
mind. Disa will be a fine woman, like her aunt… “I do not want to be a
woman.”
“Why not?”
“Because…” Disa trailed off. Eydis wrung out one of the cloths
and began to scrub Disa’s thighs. The blood came away easier than
Disa had expected. “Does this mean I have to marry Uncle now?”
Uncle was not Disa’s real uncle, but he’d been married to Aunt,
Mother’s sister, and so she had to call him that. Uncle was the chieftain
of their village, and the other men always said that he was strong and
brave. It was Uncle who led the expedition where Father found Eydis
and brought her back to them. But Disa thought that Uncle was old
and strange. She didn’t like the way he looked at her. As for Aunt, Disa
did not remember much of her, except that she had been very beautiful, with golden blonde hair just like Disa’s and Mother’s, but there
had always been something in her air. She was beautiful, and gentle,
and kind, but sad. So profoundly sad. When she died, Disa was there to
comfort Trigve and wipe his tears. Uncle did not weep though. He said
he needed a new wife, so he could have a new son. Disa wasn’t supposed to hear that, but she did.
Mother brushed her hair back gently. “Why would you ask that
Disa?”
“Because I heard Uncle talking to Father. He said that when I
become a woman, he wants me to marry him. Do I have to? He is so
old and ugly.” Disa did not want to get married, but if she had to, she
would want to marry someone sweet and gentle like Trigve.
There was a moment of silence and Disa winced as Eydis began
to scrub her thighs more strongly, even after the blood was gone. It
was hard enough to break the skin and Disa’s flesh was rubbed raw
and pink. “Eydis,” Mother said. “Careful, you’ll hurt her.”
Eydis looked up at her, green eyes blazing with fury. “I’ll hurt
her? She is but three-and-ten. If he tries to touch her, I swear I will – ”
“Eydis.” Helga said soft yet strong. Disa realized she’d never
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heard the old woman speak before. “That is enough.” Eydis frowned
and continued to scrub, but now her touch was more gentle.
Helga touched Disa’s shoulder. “Can you stand for a moment
child?” Disa followed orders, but her legs were shaky. Her nightgown
was still stained with blood, not white and pristine like Helga’s. “Come,
look at the night sky with me.”
Standing outside the hut with Helga, Disa looked up. It was a
cloudless night, with a full moon and stars beyond counting. “It’s very
beautiful,” she told Helga, thinking that was what the old woman wanted to hear, but Helga only chuckled.
“And what else?”
Disa bit her lip and thought. “There’s a woman in the moon,”
she answered, thinking of what Mother told her. “And her light illuminates the night.”
“That’s right.” Helga’s wrinkly hands squeezed Disa’s shoulders
as she knelt down beside her. “The goddess of the moon was forced
into an arranged marriage too. Her father, the sky god, wanted her
to marry an earth god to unite their kingdoms. But the goddess did
not want a loveless marriage, and so she called upon her sisters: the
goddess of the stars, and the goddess of the night. Together they used
their magic to turn her into the moon, and they placed her in the sky.
There no man could ever touch her again. We are all the goddesses’
daughters, sisters, nieces, granddaughters. When one of us is in need,
we simply call upon them, and they will answer.”
“That is what you were doing?”
“Yes, child. Now you are old enough to be a part. There is a
great power in you.”
Disa wrinkled her nose. “So…you can change the future?”
Helga shook her head. “Not change, but…see. The goddesses
grant us knowledge. We must trust in ourselves, in our sisterhood, to
know what to do with that knowledge.” She pointed one bony finger at
the moon. “Look, and tell me what you see.”
Disa turned back to the sky and narrowed her eyes. Looking at
the moon, Disa saw nothing other than the same moon she’d looked
upon every night of her life. She wanted to tell Helga that she didn’t
see anything, that there was nothing there, but then…
Disa saw, and Disa smiled.
The carousing in the mead hall was raucous and Disa sat perfectly still in her seat, feeling constricted in the new dress Father had
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made for this occasion. Her plate in front of her remained untouched,
the food long having gone cold, while next to her Trigve devoured with
abandon. Disa looked around. Eydis was seated at the opposite end of
the hall with other servants, and Helga was nowhere to be found. At
the high table, Uncle was seated in the center chair, laughing at some
man’s bawdy joke. Father sat on his right side, forcing himself to smile,
while Mother was next to Father, looking resplendent. She caught Disa
staring and the corners of her lips turned up into a small smile as she
nodded at Disa.
“When you marry my father,” Trigve said, bringing Disa back to
the present moment. “Does that mean you will become my new mother? I don’t think I would like that. You were my friend first.”
Disa smiled. “No Trigve, I am not going to marry your father.”
“Good, because I don’t want you to,” Trigve continued, brushing sandy hair out of his eyes. “And if he tries to take you, I will tell him
he’s stupid, and fight him. I don’t care that he’s my father, I’ll do it for
you.”
“You are sweet to say so,” she leaned over and pressed a chaste
kiss to the corner of his mouth, which made Trigve’s face flush red. He
looked over her shoulder and suddenly began to stammer.
“Father, I – I was only – ”
Uncle ignored him. Looming over Disa now, she was reminded
of just how large he was. His greying hair had many little braids and
ornaments, and the hair on his broad chest was visible over the low
collar of his tunic. It stopped just where his beard began. At his waist a
small axe was sheathed, and when he placed a hand on her shoulder, it
was rough with callouses. “Disa, my darling.” The term of endearment
felt wrong in his gravelly voice, which always sounded like he had a
sore throat. “Why do you sit here during your own betrothal celebration? Come, have a drink with me.” It was not a request.
Disa turned to Trigve. “I’ll be back,” she said, before following
Uncle to the dais.
“Ahhh,” one of the other men said when he saw Disa approach
in her red dress. Father told her that red was the most expensive color,
and that when everyone saw her there would be no doubt she was
important. “What a lovely little daughter you have, Birger. If the jarl
were not marrying her, I would.” The other men all roared with laughter, and Father tried to play along, not finding the comment funny but
lacking the strength to object. Mother lifted her goblet to her lips to
take a long gulp.
Uncle called for attention and the hall fell silent as all eyes
turned to look at the jarl. Disa’s eyes searched the crowd for Eydis.
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The older girl’s eyes looked right at her. Uncle lifted his own goblet
into the air. “To my beautiful bride-to-be,” he proclaimed. “There is no
other girl in this village so good.” Father looked at Uncle’s back with
sad eyes. Mother did not look at all. The men in the hall began to chant
Uncle’s name, Disa’s now being strung along with his.
Uncle bent down to Disa’s level and handed her the cup, so she
could take the first sip. “How about a kiss?” he asked.
The mead was smooth and sweet as honey on Disa’s tongue.
She stood on her tiptoes to kiss Uncle’s rough cheek, and the men
yelled and clapped in approval. But in the chaos, Disa’s lips found
her uncle’s ear, and she whispered for only him to hear. “I shall never
marry you.”
Uncle took the goblet from her and pulled back, confusion
etched on his face. “What was that?”
“I said, I shall never marry you.”
Uncle’s eyebrows knitted together as his forehead wrinkled.
“What?” he laughed. “But of course you will.”
“I shall never marry you,” she repeated. “Because I saw you die.”
“Excuse me?”
Disa smiled. “Oh my uncle, I saw you die this very night.”
Uncle stared at her for a moment, and then his lips parted as
he laughed again. “A child’s imagination,” he said, paying her words no
more thought, and then he lifted the goblet to his lips. Disa still smiled,
and waited.
Uncle drank long and deep enough to drain the cup, but then
suddenly a strange look crossed his face. The goblet crashed to the
floor with a loud noise and Uncle was in a moment hunched over the
table, a hand wrapped around his throat as he wheezed, his face turning red, then white. His other hand reached out desperately, accidentally spilling the contents of the high table all over the floor. Plates fell
with a crash and full cups of mead poured down the table. For a few
moments everyone stood in shock, and then they began to scream.
“He’s choking!”
“Someone do something!”
“The jarl can’t breathe!”
Several of the men raced to get to Uncle, one of them grabbing
him from behind while another stuck his fingers down his throat. Father half-rose out of his seat, but then just stood there, his eyes moving back and forth from one person to another. Mother stayed seated,
perfectly still, save for her hands which were now clenching the arms
of her chair hard enough for her knuckles to turn white.
Disa only took a step back and watched as Uncle went blue, his
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body going lax and collapsing into one of the men’s arms.
Men were screaming. Women were crying. “He’s dead! The
jarl, he’s dead!” Trigve had gotten up, his jaw slacked from shock. Disa
saw that Eydis and some of the other women were staring in stonefaced silence. Disa’s eyes narrowed. At the very back of the hall, an old,
wrinkled woman dressed in white was staring, a peaceful look on her
face, her hands clasped in front of her. Where did she come from? Disa
had not seen her earlier, and she was far away from the door. There
was no way she could’ve gotten back there and not walked past Disa.
From across the mead hall, Disa and Helga’s eyes met. And
then, one of Helga’s closed in a wink.
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Witches
ELLIANIE VEGA

“The stigmatisation of children as witches is a recent phenomenon in the Niger Delta region, which suddenly exploded in the
1990s...by 2008, it was estimated that 15,000 children had been
branded in the southeastern states of Akwa Ibom
and Cross Rivers.”
- Marc Ellison, BBC News

Comfort lived with her brother Godbless
at home with her parents until fate, making
their names ironic, ripped their parents
suddenly, unexpectedly, from the earth.
Alone in the world, they become the suspect.
Now, they are accused of a bloodless crime,
of witchcraft, and they are beaten with
machetes. Witnesses say
“blood bloomed black
on the ground.”
I see the pair as they look
ahead, I am looking at the welts
on their backs, stripes of lightning
carved into dark bodies; they are
looking to the future while I
stare at their pasts, we both
retain our anonymity as
their shielded faces never
reach for my eyes through
the bright lake of white
light from my screen.

Comfort and Godbless
are short in stature, shorn of hair,
wearing white. They bear beatings
in the shape of sun through trees,
as if, if they shifted, the marks would
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disappear. Perhaps that was their sin:
their childlike renewal and hope
even after watching death.
Perhaps it is sin to
decide to walk this world
unmarred by a tragic past.
Perhaps it is witchcraft to
watch the patterns of this earth
and act as if they hold
no power over you.
Comfort hides in a locked room
so that no one else can accuse her
of committing the obscene unseen,
of committing crimes without being
present and without blood.
She hides so no church can
execute her for witchcraft,
so nobody can make her
a scapegoat for fear.
Believing without seeing
still makes a man blind.
Faith sits in the wings,
scheming, and waiting
to pin the sins of nature on
most innocent, the
most invisible.
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Cathedrals
BECKY MONTROSS

How many millions
dead and alive have stepped
leather-shoed, bare-toed through
the ancient marble tundra?

How many prayers have been said,
whispered, spoken, in unison
or recited quietly in the mind?

How many have meditated and contemplated
wept and knelt in the tined shadow
of Jonah stained in glass,
gargoyles and ceramic idols?
My memory kneels now
before a shrine I created for love –
on a day so brightly burned
on my brain.

I could never forget
a train ride that took
two hours longer than it should have,
your blue eyes, dissatisfied,
but still wanting
expecting more from the world.
Normally traveling
makes my palms sweaty,
thinking of missed trains, flights,
though I haven’t missed one yet…

Time didn’t seem to matter
when your hair fell in your face
or when my lips landed on yours
when the drinks from the Indian restaurant
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hit our heads and we ran like fools
through balmy, Yorkshire rain,
How soft-spoken sunlight
made your eyes crystalline.

Your eyes, my windows,
your head, my altar
your arms stretched out to hold me
like the transepts in that old cathedral –
where I looked up at you,
and you looked up at those towers,
and we were both in awe.
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Wild River
AMY MILNER
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How Now?
LAUREN P. HAND

I heard once that cows have four hearts.
How now? I can’t recall, but I so hope that this is true,
that cows, blinking with eyelashes
Maybelline lovely
have four beating hearts
beneath the surface of their splotchy skin;
four big red hearts, wrapped up
in black and white,
like roses rolled into yesterday’s paper.
For my part,
I wish I had even half as many;
two would be nice,
and three would be plenty.
With four hearts,
I’d hand them out for free:
one heart for my mother,
and one heart for me,
and one heart for coffee,
and one heart for tea.

With four hearts, think how quickly
I could start over:
one heart still healing,
one heart filled with grief,
one heart first breathing a sigh of relief,
one heart I’d give you like the first autumn leaf.
I heard today that cows do not have four hearts.
They have one huge heart,
with four distinct chambers.
I heard today that so do I,
and that the difference
between mine and the bovine
lies primarily in size:
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four chambers, like rooms you could live in,
four vessels, like ships out at sea.
I’m going to start living like I have four hearts:
one heart for my mother,
and heart one for me,
and one for the stories that go best with tea,
and one for you, if you’d like it to be,
like the first leaf of Autumn that fell
from its tree,
		my heart,
			red maple,
				whole, in
					part.
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September 15th
LAUREN P. HAND

Streetlights leak haphazard halos onto our heads;
the night, on a hinge, sighs and creaks,
while shadows gather and recede like waves
as we wade in the deserted streets,
and the moon misbehaves.
This quiet town, made strange by the hour,
grows stranger each time the clock tower
yawns.
You and I chart a nocturnal geography
as the bats practice their choreography,
the crickets keeping time.
We reach the fire escape and begin to climb:
This must be the opposite of evacuation,
as if the city were on fire
and only this un-burning house were safe.
Wrist over wrist we move along the railing,
our hands like four ships sailing
beneath the pale light of the moon;
we scale the eaves until our knees
meet slate.
Suddenly, we find ourselves
so much nearer to the stars.
Eye to eye with the night sky,
we are close enough
to pluck the stars from their sockets
and put them in our pockets like found coins.

The traffic light, now miles below,
cannot tell us to stop or go,
and there is the church, and there is the steeple,
and there are the tiny, beautiful people.
We peer down into a diorama of our own lives,
so small it could fit in a shoebox.
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Let’s sing like birds on a telephone wire—
isn’t it strange that birds on telephone wires sing?
They cannot feel the current beneath their feet;
they cannot hear the telephones ring.
You light a cigarette and I tell a joke,
and we sit in the stars and the song and the smoke.
If the air is cool
and the sky is clear,
my friend,
you can see everything from here.
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Night Thinking and Daydreaming
AMY MILNER

Follow me to a land of light and dark
Where the intricate flowers blossom with time
And azure water flows beneath stars
Beautiful creatures radiate with light,
Flying through galaxies of dusk
This is the realm of my unreality
Nightmares fade away in my unreality,
Engulfed by shadows of the dark.
Fear ceases to hunt in the mystical dusk,
Creeping to its cave in time
Phantoms recoil from the light
Belonging to infinite stars
Illuminated by the magnificent stars,
Exquisite gems gleam in my unreality
Only paradise in this curious light,
A light in serenity with the soft dark
Day and night follow no boundaries of time,
Weaving together fragile shades of dusk
But truth is concealed by the dusk
Deception rages behind alluring stars
Cold flowers of lies spread over time,
Luring me deeper into unreality
Whispering enchantments of dark
Their thorny stems eclipsing virtuous light
Azure water aglow with menacing light,
Waves creeping up sharp sand at dusk
Enveloping all in the empty blue dark
Vicious creatures rip through red stars,
Jagged rays slicing through my unreality
Cracks fill with shards of broken time
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Asteroids sail over lands frozen in time,
Slashing space in flashes of light
Truth thrashes below waves of unreality,
Struggling in the rippling dusk
Far from the powerful gravity of stars
Hidden in the depths of satin dark
Unreality crosses into the light
When chained by time, a dream of bright stars
When conquered by dusk, a terror of the dark
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Sea Cliff Bridge
MAY LONERGAN
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to be seen
ELLIANIE VEGA

pressure has left me crystalized,
invalid, buckled between fuel for a fire,
aching to be better forged but paralyzed,
nonetheless, and forging makes
jewelry, or weapons,
or a fake.
I am a fish scooped from the sea,
for dinner, or maybe a bowl on display;
I wanted to be seen.
error lies in swimming
the route from river to ocean.
when you get what you wanted,
how will you know?

skinned, peeled, shaved,
my scales shine beneath light,
brightening blood that is washed
before I am tossed on a
butcher block, eaten while
raw, still feeling. I wait for
a knife to drop and
ease this taut tension -wait
I am not ready to end my sentencewait- I am not done growingwait, why did I work
to become a meal,
wait, I thought I was
waiting for my turn
to eat.
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Mirror Mirror
BETHANY FRANKEL
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It’s Okay
RANDY E. FEELEY

I sink into this chair,
Overstuffed and sticking to my thighs,
A study always dimmed against the light.
I visit you less often now,
Because I need to talk less now,
And I see you seeing me
As I used to be,
And you say,
Thinking of times gone by,
Do you remember when you cried?
I remember when I cried.
It was last week, in the shower;
It was last month, in my girlfriend’s bed.
You say,
You have grown so much since then,
And I say yes, I have,
But I still cry.
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Falling in Reverse
BETHANY FRANKEL

“Give me one last kiss.” It was a request, not a question, but she
gazed up at him through the silvery tears that stained her glasses and
wanted his eyes to light up, just one more time. Instead, his eyes were
locked on the pavement, eyebrows knit together and laced with a combination of guilt and pity― he wanted to give her this one thing, knowing he could never give her anything else she wanted. The love he had
stored in his heart had died months ago, and he hadn’t even been able
to let her have that. She had had to pull it out of him, each syllable an
excruciating sound as her voice cracked and her words came out highpitched, trying to keep it together despite gasping for air. She had had
to extract the truth from him, her hands like fishing hooks diving into
him over and over again― she deserved something better than this,
she deserved someone who wouldn’t be such a goddamned coward
and would tell her the truth. I’ve been pretending for a long time.
He didn’t know when it started, only that that warm feeling in
his heart had gradually faded until one day when he looked at her, it
was like looking at a stranger. Not someone who he had once memorized the way her eyes fluttered closed when the wind kissed her
face and she thought no one was watching, counted the freckles that
appeared each summer below those bright blue eyes, danced with
in the dark to only the music in their minds. Every time he looked at
the tears pooling in her eyes and falling down her face, soaked tissues dangling from her fingertips, the past intimacy he remembered
made him want to reach out and pull her close to comfort her, but
he couldn’t. Not this time. He was the one causing the pain. He had
known it was always going to end this way― first love was temporary,
especially when they were so young. Her nineteen, him seventeen. Not
to mention that almost all of their two-year relationship had been long
distance. Three hours was a lot when two people had been growing
apart since they had begun.
“Please,” she whispered, feeling so damn pathetic shivering in
the November chill in the street outside his house at 2 A.M., the faintest thread of heat trailing from the open car door at her back. She
sounded like someone had stabbed a thorn through the front of her
neck and she was trying to ignore the blood that trickled down in thin
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rivulets.
“I don’t think that’s the best idea.” He had one arm lying on the
top of the car. In that moment, she hated how he towered over her,
that she had to look up in her request, that it felt like begging.
“I want to be able to know when I had my last kiss,” she said;
she couldn’t believe she had allowed the words to reach the air and
become real. “I can’t remember the last time I kissed you. I need to
have this. I need to know it’s the end.” She didn’t know why she said it,
not in the moment or later, but everything within her had been consumed with knowing this was it. One last kiss and no more― it was the
finality to it.
His brows furrowed over his eyes― this wasn’t smart, it wasn’t
fair to her to try and fake intimate moments when she was still in love
and shocked by his absence of it. But he only nodded and stepped closer, snaking his fingers through her hair like he had done thousands of
times before. Muscle memory, going through the motions. There was
a weird juxtaposition to it, another example of a kiss goodnight but
this was the final moment. She hooked her fingers in the collar of his tshirt and tried not to cry. Their lips barely touched, slightly parted and
brushing past each other like the butterfly wings that used to fly in her
stomach the first few times she saw him. And then his hands fell back
to his sides, the cold rushed back in, and she opened her eyes.
Several months later, she would be lying in her bed, silently
occupying a space, and think that she had stolen something that night.
That when their lips had touched for the last time, she had drawn
something vital from his breath and injected in him a poison. That
one damned line from Shakespeare would flit through her mind: these
violent delights have violent ends, which in their triumph die… which as
they kiss, consume. She would smile, soft but wicked, her lips tingling
as if something rested there.

Summers were always the best because instead of being three
hours away, the drive between their houses was only ten minutes―
five if no one was on Choptank and she went 15 over the speed limit.
She was home for the summer after her first year at Gettysburg College, nine months that had ranged from insane highs to lows where
she ended up in a heap on her best friend’s bed crying for hours. When
she drove to his house though, she tried to forget that most of those
crying sessions had been because of him. She tried to push that truth
to the back of her mind, the memory of standing in some godforsaken
Civil War tourist shop as she had a mental breakdown, so heartbroken from his refusal to communicate that she had rested on the edge
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of calling him and breaking up with him then and there. Right in the
middle of an aisle of plastic cannons and confederate flags. She loved
him but didn’t know if it was enough when he stopped talking to her
for two months, not even to say hi or ask how she was. She had walked
out of that store and decided to hold on, and she ignored the twinge
of guilt that twisted at her heart when she first saw him in May and
he folded her in a hug. She never told him how close she had gotten to
calling it quits.
Two weeks after she got home, he told her that he had seriously considered ending it when she was away. The distance was just
too far and he didn’t know how to deal with mental illness. When he
thought about depression, it was a literal dark cloud, and it didn’t
match with the smiles she flashed him. She was just being overdramatic― too much of a burden. He mentioned it in passing, in the passenger
seat of her car, how she shouldn’t have expected him to communicate
when she was going to be sad. He wasn’t there to be a therapist, and
this wasn’t marriage― it wasn’t a support system of “in sickness and in
health,” just some high school romance. He tried to explain it like this:
she couldn’t expect more of him than he could give. What he didn’t
know and what he would never know was this: part of her resented
him, thought he was being callous because he didn’t understand that
depression was not something she had chosen or wanted to place between the two of them. It just was. She made sure to keep it to herself
when she drove home later that night crying, thinking of the casual
way he had said it, yeah, it was hard, and it took me a long time to
convince myself I still wanted to do this. The “this” being the love they
shared. He had told her always. I’ll always work it out. That was the
first moment she realized his “always” hadn’t been unconditional.
So they pretended. For her, it only lasted a few days, maybe a
week― sometimes the doubt would flicker through her mind, but she
would dismiss it. She was in love and that was supposed to conquer
anything. In time, it got easier― she fell back into rhythm and every
time he would smile, her heart would skip a beat, the two of them
curled up in the sun with the rush of the ocean in the background and
all she could think was this is how I want to spend the rest of my days.
He wouldn’t tell her until later, much later, but he never fully stopped
pretending.
In July, he got her hooked on Grey’s Anatomy, despite her initial
resistance. Medical procedural dramas were not her thing and there
were many reasons for that― her parents had had to spell out “blood”
letter by letter until she was eleven. She still needed someone to hold
her hand when she went to the doctor to get a shot, something he
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volunteered to do even before he knew that her grip would be tight
enough to cause his fingers to ache for several hours afterward. He
liked the way she squirmed while watching Grey’s Anatomy, every surgery shown on screen guaranteed to make her squeamish and make
her dive her head into the crook of his neck, her breath hot on his skin.
When Netflix would ask if they were still watching, he would always
suggest one more episode― she would inevitably say yes, because this
was infinitely better than suffering through The Walking Dead as she
had the summer before, and he would smile to himself as she crept
closer.
Their relationship wasn’t perfect, she knew that. But for all of
their problems that had happened over the school year, he made her
happy when they were together. Even if things were strained when
distance was between them, it was like no time had passed when they
were reunited. Everyone said they looked so happy, and those that
were shocked that they were still together after a year of long distance
made a challenge bloom in her heart― they were going to make this
work, even if just to prove everyone else wrong. Her best friend had
asked her once, as they walked the battlefields in March, if she felt
like he was the one. Even in the summer, surrounded by his infectious
smile and silent conversations where the rest of the world fell away,
she wasn’t sure; she only knew she couldn’t see herself without him.
She couldn’t help herself from believing in stupid things like fairytales
and true love and all that shit― they were supposed to be king and
queen of their own small world, able to conquer all. He said always.
Always.
On weekdays during the summer, they liked to pile in his sleek
Mustang convertible and blast down the backroads to the beach. He
had installed one of those new, high-tech radios with too many buttons and no labels; he couldn’t stop laughing every time she would hit
the wrong button and curse under her breath. He would always have
to swat her hands away and, with mechanical ease, dial the correct
buttons in order for music to drift over them. Sometimes Sam Smith
would croon over pop radio, begging for someone to stay, and his eyes
would meet hers, their hair swimming through the wind kicked up
from the highway, the slightest peek of his green irises over the edge
of his sunglasses.
She asked him once what he thought their song was, and he
never really gave her an answer, but every time she heard “Stay With
Me,” she remembered the urgency that possessed her when the song
played over the empty casino of prom― the last song, the two of them
the last on the dance floor. The layers of fabric clutched in her hands
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as she ran across the ballroom, stray strands of hair flying out behind
her, and his grin was wide enough to split the room in two. With those
eyes that lit up like flames flickered behind them, she was afraid she
was going to fall through a crack in the floor before she could get to
him. He stood alone in the middle of the dancefloor like the last scene
in an 80s movie, hands tucked into the pockets of his tuxedo, bow tie
undone around his neck. He was unaware of the girl-turned-hurricane
barreling towards him, staring down at his shoes and thinking what
an idiot he was for not kissing her earlier that night when he had the
chance, if he hadn’t chickened out. That was two days before they officially started dating, three months after their first “date,” the two of
them eating mac and cheese past midnight in an empty Buffalo Wild
Wings. When she rushed up to him at prom and swept him back out
onto the dance floor until they were the last ones swaying to silence,
he thought about what would happen if he bent down and kissed her,
not knowing he would get that opportunity a month and a half later.
He didn’t even know she liked him until her friend explicitly spelled it
out for him.
So much miscommunication, the two of them on different, but
parallel wavelengths. They should have noticed then. Always can’t
mean the same thing when two people live on tracks that seem to
brush, but never truly overlap.

Castaway Bay sounded like the title of an old TV sitcom where
the inhabitants of a ship got stranded on a tropical island. Instead it
was a sea of music kids― the choir, band, and orchestra sections of
the high school music department on their spring trip to the exotic
Sandusky, Ohio. A hotel with an indoor waterpark seemed like the
perfect destination to unleash two hundred teenagers, give them free
reign over disease-infested waters and unlimited arcade games. When
night fell, the two of them wandered the halls of the hotel, pushing the
limits of curfew. Their fingers hung together loosely, his thumb drawing miniature circles in the warm skin of her palm. She chewed on her
lower lip, working a peel of skin off with her teeth. A nervous habit.
His brows furrowed and he tugged lightly on her to stop their walk,
her wet hair whipping around and snaking around her neck.
“What’s bothering you?” He took a few steps back to the stairs
they had just descended, pulling her gently to the bright red carpet.
She leaned her body against the metal stair rail, their hands breaking apart as she wrapped her sweaty fingers around the layers of old
paint. He sat a stair above her, always trying to maintain his height
over her. Quietly asserting his masculinity, his dominance― something
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she wouldn’t notice until later, when his quick lines of misogyny would
leave a sour taste on her tongue, a voice in the back of her head asking
why she was still with someone who didn’t believe in her equality.
“I―” She opened her mouth, closed it. Her friend had told her
not to say it because she would sound desperate or stupid, but she
could always be honest with him. She never wanted to keep anything
from him. She swallowed her hesitation and didn’t meet his eyes. “I
don’t understand why you haven’t kissed me yet.”
What could he say to that? Her mind was a wonder of fantasies
and mysteries, innocent despite her age, when a kiss meant love. He
couldn’t tell her that it wasn’t important, that it was only something
given in an attempt for something more. A kiss didn’t mean what she
thought it meant― something special, something that defined.
“It’s your first kiss,” he breathed, resting his forehead against
the metal railing to mirror her. Their faces were only a few inches
apart. He could feel her breath on his cheek, the sweet scent of peppermint; a speck of graham cracker from the cheesecake they shared
rested in the corner of her mouth, and he wanted to lean forward to
taste it. “I want it to be everything you want. Not something that has
to be a rite of passage into a relationship, not something to be rushed.
It’ll happen when the time is right.”
If it ended with a kiss, it started with one a month later, leaning against the hood of her car in the approaching summer humidity.
Their foreheads pressed against each other, a thin layer of sweat born
in the contact. His green eyes blurred into one stretched oval; she
giggled and said, “You look like a cyclops.” He pressed forward and
stole her words, the fit of their lips a seal in their fate.
Like fire and powder. Maybe he had always intended to spark a
match with those long fingers, kiss a wildfire to life. She breathed out a
sigh and watched it grow.
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I Don’t Know How to Leave You
MOLLY O’GARA

You broke glass by gliding it across my skin and all I said was
do you remember what kind of laundry detergent we bought last
month?

My niece told me her favorite color was blue and she said just
like this one and pointed to the fingerprints on my wrist. I prayed that
she would not tell her mother, and I prayed even more that you did not
hear.
I realized it when you tying knots scared me and I realized it
when I stopped cooking food that had to be cut up. I did not tell you
when I realized it. I would say this was my first mistake, but all the
rest of the mistakes were yours to make.

You set fires around our bed just to show me you could and
then you told my mother how lucky you were to have me. She smiled
and I smiled but my tongue tasted like broken glass.
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Heart to Heart
AUTUMN S. BRENDLE
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Inverted Negatives
ELLIANIE VEGA

When I first developed film, I was surprised
by the softness of it in my hands,
wet with acid that burned the plating from my
bronze bracelets, but never my skin. I
danced in the low red lights behind a
spiraling door that kept the daylight out,
bathed my hands in developer then
burned my negatives onto paper,
pondering its fragility
and wondering how anyone coped
with the inability to know which memories
would turn out and which
never had a chance.

I don’t remember the year of that class,
but I kept the negatives that reveal
autumn leaves decaying, bile colored
mushrooms climbing up a willow tree,
evidence of an immature eye
that unapologetically focused on endings,
but perhaps the ability to be unapologetic then
makes it much more mature than I am now.
I want my eyes back.

I’ve picked up my weighty chrome ‘80s Nikon
that shoots in antique film.
I’m going looking for memories to burn in my mind,
so before you consider becoming my subject,
know that I initially see things upside down,
misconstrue darkness as light, light as dark,
that I capture my captives in inverted color,
but I will spend time in my dark room at night
watching my life develop, desperate and eager to
get things right, and I promise, eventually,
I will see you as you are.
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As One

CASEY CREAGH

We are one
For 9 months,
You breathe for me

Then, I am my own body,
But I am never on my own.
I am enveloped in your love,
Carried by your pride.

I am comforted by your words
Your advice, your reverence.
I am fed through your labor
Your passion and dedication.

I am caressed by your hand:
Your gentle hand placed upon my head
burrowed into the crook of your neck.
Our breathing aligns for 17 years and 9 months.
Now I breathe for both of us.
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Just Boring Enough to Forget About
ANNA CINCOTTA

That photograph of the two of you is still tucked away in your
nightstand, underneath gum wrappers and movie tickets and that
extra pregnancy test.
Sometimes you wonder if he remembers how you used to sleep
with your legs tangled together. If he remembers what he’d ordered
for breakfast at the diner where his “this isn’t working” froze into a
bloody, mangled “I don’t love you anymore.”
He had scrambled eggs and your heart drowned in a cup of
black coffee.
There were two sad little urine sticks in the box at first. You
got a lucky break the first time around with The Reason You Don’t Eat
Breakfast Anymore.
But today you’re swimming in bile and your head is being
squeezed through a garlic press and your period is late but it can’t
be because you’re a list keeper. An overthinker with WebMD bookmarked. Someone who breaks down silently on the subway because
the Amazon is burning and
the world is drenched in toxic stardust
and no one (good) ever stays.
Just take the damn pregnancy test.

You slept with him because he bought you that cherry danish
from the coffee cart at work two weeks ago and you didn’t have the
heart to tell him why you don’t eat breakfast anymore.

It was an expensive danish. He had nice eyes. A personality just
boring enough to let you forget about him after he left the next morning.
You pee on the stick.
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Our Old Diner
MOLLY O’GARA

My first boyfriend asked if I loved him at the diner off 31st and
I laughed at how young we were. He ordered me cheese fries and tried
to guess my sister’s middle name before I told him.
He took me to the beach and curled his hands around my neck
and got sand in my hair and by the third date I stopped minding.

He used to say my name too quick and spin tales of us in his
head that never translated right. He told me we’d have 10 dogs when
we were older but we both knew he never saw much past tomorrow.
He told me he loved me when he named the moon after us because he
said the stars weren’t close enough to be ours.

He told me he was leaving when he started carving into his
arms in order to feel. He told me he wasn’t leaving me; he was just
leaving. I called the police to ask them what that meant. They sent him
to a hospital on the corner near the diner he wanted me to love him in.
His mother called me poison so that she’d never have to put it on her.
He loved me incorrectly and I tried to love him enough to save
him. I called him when he was released, and he told me about the note
he wrote. I made him promise to never write another.
He called me last week and asked me if I’d ever loved anyone
else like we loved each other. I asked him if he heard that our diner
burned down the year we graduated.
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Down the Road
HOLLY M. O’MALLEY
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Tummy Troubles
MADELINE QUINN

I punch him right in the stomach,
right there in the Kindergarten classroom.

He fights back. My plaid skirt moves around my waist like a merry-goround as he punches me. It makes my tummy hurt. Our teacher rushes
over. She rips him off of me. I try to say, “I punched him because he” -My teacher looks at me sternly. She tells us both to go to the principal’s
office. My mom had told me to stay out of trouble.
My mom asks me, “Why did you punch him?”
“He called her retarded,” I whispered.
I knew my mom hated that word.

I had learned this the day my step-brother absorbed it at school and
heaved it all over the mac and cheese we were having for dinner. Mom
jumped for my sister’s ears but was too late. She told me that this
word was a swear word. A swear word that was mean about my sister.
Mom brought our macaroni and cheese out to the driveway and told
us to eat outside in the sun that night. She brought us chalk too. She
told me she needed to eat dinner with my brother and dad, so it was
just my sister and me. We put the soles of our shoes together and
formed a diamond with our legs. I sang slowly so she could sing along
as we sang,
row row row your boat…

I helped her bring the spoon of mac and cheese to her mouth. Her
sweet grin covered her face.
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The Right of Way
RACHEL M. CROWE

I remember walking across an old parking lot across from my
school, St. John Lutheran, every morning before 8:30 and every afternoon after 3:15. The lot was always empty, and for years it had been
crumbling apart. You could tell the asphalt was once a sleek jet black,
but slowly became a dreary rainbow of grays and whites. Over the
years, the pavement had deteriorated into a collection of pebbles, and
sometimes I would kick one all the way home. It was a game I played
against myself.
I remember the days when it wasn’t a walk, but a race to school.
The races were against the first class bell, on mornings when I left the
house with three minutes to spare. They were against the weather,
on cold Midwestern days, when the brutal wind would slash my bare
legs until they were red, and when making it across the lot meant the
relief of warmth and the promise that our school handyman, Mr. Augie,
would give me a hard time for not wearing tights despite the -20 degree windchill. I never did like tights. They were itchy and constraining, and when I was in preschool my mother dressed me in them for
school, and when I arrived home in the afternoons to watch TV— because my big brothers and older sister were all in school for a full day
and I was only there until noon— they would static cling my stubby
little legs to the sofa.
Eventually, I reached the age when my mother didn’t dress
me. Growing up in a bustling household with four other kids, I found
myself comparing how my mom parented us to how your average
PTA mother—one who didn’t have five kids and who actually cared
about the theme of her eight-year-old’s field day and who probably
dressed her children through high school—handled things. Looking
back, it seemed my mother was never the model PTA mom, and these
days—long after I stopped wearing tights—I dress myself in a thin
layer of skepticism against the “model” anything. The kind of person
who never forgot to sign a permission slip, always managed to bake
the chicken clear through, and wouldn’t be caught dead with a stack of
mail clippings and band concert programs and loose change littering
their countertops for months. The same kind of person I was always
afraid would make my mom—the hero of my childhood—feel inad-
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equate.
There was one afternoon at school when it had rained the
night before— the kind of hard rain that left “a lake” in the parking
lot by the playground, impeding the kickball arena and forcing everyone to default to nine-square. The only other alternative on days like
these was to wait for Mrs. Brown to bring her roll of paper towels to
the playground equipment to absorb the collection of rainwater and
maple seeds which lingered on the bottom of the slides. I was sporting navy knee-high socks— the kind that would’ve been cute with the
rest of my red and khaki school uniform had they been complemented
by a pair of penny loafers, but which I boldly coupled with my lime
green crocs: the practical and stylish choice for any fourth grader. On
my walk home, I stepped in a puddle and the water flooded my shoes.
There was a squish in my step the rest of the way home.
That walk home was approximately three minutes each day,
and eventually I memorized the cracks in the pavement, the spots
where tree roots displaced sidewalk squares, and the frustrating,
clenching feeling in the pit of my stomach when someone tried to
wave me across Scott Street, when I— an elementary-aged pedestrian— knew full well that there was no stop sign, and the licensed
driver in their Toyota Corolla was playing with fire by giving me the
right of way where it wasn’t rightfully mine. It was a pet peeve of my
family’s, this scenario where a car would grant themselves the authority to disregard the rules of traffic in order to wave helpless pedestrians across the road in what seemed to me like a condescending fashion.
Each morning, I walked this route: out of my house, down the
sidewalk, across Scott Street, down the block, diagonal across the
abandoned parking lot, across Cross Street, and then I was at school.
Some days I would walk with my big sister Sarah, or later on with
my little brother Aaron, when he was school aged. Some mornings—
many mornings— my sister would leave earlier than me, and I would
walk alone. I grew accustomed to walking alone. I didn’t mind it. I
knew that when I got to school in the morning or back home in the
afternoon, there would be a whole cast of characters waiting for me.
At school, it was familiar friends I’d known since kindergarten, and
my dad who worked in the church office down the hall from my classroom. At home, it was my big brothers Ben and Nathan, who got home
from high school at 2:15, and my mother, whose sewing machine
rattled away upstairs in the afternoons.
There was an 8:07am in particular in the fifth grade when I
crossed the parking lot before school and imagined that I was the
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main character in a movie. I dreamed of what my life would be like
when I was older, what I might think about myself when I looked back
on that very moment. Would I remember the braid in my hair or the
way it felt to carry a flute case in my right hand and a paper bag lunch
in my left? And where would my story take me? I imagined it just like
a film, where I could flash forward in the blink of an eye to be a pretty
high schooler, a famous singer, a talented artist, a writer, a mother. In
my head, I could be anything I wanted. I wouldn’t feel so shy or unsure
of who I was and who I would become. Time wouldn’t have to actually
pass.
The following year, things became less simple, as things often
do. I began to wish I could flashback to a time when I could cross that
familiar parking lot each morning and each afternoon. Suddenly there
was nothing left for me that way. My school closed its doors right in
the midst of my “quality private education.”
What it really boiled down to were unpaid debts, but my mother attributes the catastrophe to a “failure to accept reality.” A number
of the same model PTA moms who fussed over field day sat on our
school board. They were a seemingly harmless bunch in the context of
classroom snack schedules but were unwilling to compromise when
it came time to make tough decisions about the future of the school:
a drastically different context. As it turns out, Lutheran Schools with
steadily depleting tuition income can’t possibly evade monetary (and
moral) corruption if people start prioritizing pretty much anything
over God. As my dad puts it, “It’s first commandment stuff.” Christians
are pretty good at being hypocritical. The PTA moms were an all-ornothing bunch, and their all included testing the moral integrity of
our 150-year-old congregation. The same 150-year-old congregation
which happened to employ my father as its Parish Administrator.
When you’re a kid there are really only good guys and bad guys.
These days my mom says the only people who really have a
firm grasp on how it happened are those willing to accept their role in
the school’s demise, but it’s always been easier for me to point fingers,
because I played absolutely no role in the school’s demise. I was eleven. Coming out of it, I knew that my father—the devout Lutheran with
a business administration background that he was—bore baseless
accusations of embezzlement. And my mother lost her closest friends.
And my parents were the good guys. So that makes the bad guys
model PTA moms whose insincerity ran deeper than the fake smiles
on their faces. And there I was in the midst of it all: a sorry elevenyear-old with no concept of how to dress myself out of the confines of
red and navy polos, or how to behave socially around a class of more
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than 13 kids I had not known since kindergarten, or how to exist in a
world where my where my whole world didn’t exist anymore. I was
catapulted abruptly and horrifically into the DuPage County Public
School System. The way to school changed.
Cruelly, the way to school changed only marginally.
That first morning of public school, I stepped outside and
walked the same direction I had always walked, until I got to Scott
Street. I hesitantly turned right. My old path lay straight ahead, but I
wasn’t allowed to take it anymore. I pressed on for about a block in
this unsettling new direction until I encountered the large, intimidating, bike rack-clad, monster of a brick building that was Franklin
Middle School. Ironically, the public school was about the same distance from my house as St. John, but due north. Franklin was much
different, though. There was no one there to greet me at the door, or
to scold me for my questionable choice in outerwear. In fact, on the
first day of seventh grade I was forced to assimilate into a mass of
fresh twelve-year-olds, and they separated students’ entrance into the
building by grade, so my sister and I couldn’t even take on the daunting halls together. No, I was walking into school— once again— alone.
And that’s how I spent much of the next two years.
The thing that got me through seventh grade was the Rebecca
Caudill Award Winning Book list posted in the Franklin Middle School
Library. Instead of making friends with other middle-schoolers, I made
friends with books and the characters in them. Oh, and I made friends
with Mr. Nielsen, my seventh and eighth period block Language Arts
teacher, who encouraged me to read Willa Cather’s My Antonia over
Thanksgiving Break and allowed me to complete alternate assignments when our class read things that I had already studied in private
school.
Mornings I would walk to school with just moments to spare
before class began. Afternoons I walked home as quickly as I could,
or— on a few occasions— when the book of that week was too good
to put down, with my nose in its pages. I didn’t take the time to memorize the walk. I didn’t think much of that walk at all.
I fared better alone in the long run. On my own it was easy for
me to finish my homework early enough to watch movies on school
nights, to unload my angsty thoughts in a note app on my Kindle Fire
when I probably should’ve been sleeping, to get a job and spend most
of my high school evenings scooping ice cream late into the night.
Most of all, it was easy to decide that whichever way I was going after
I was done existing on the rugged pages of my coming-of-age story, it
was going to have to take me somewhere far, far away.
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After high school, I packed up everything in my room and
caravanned twelve hours from home to Gettysburg College. And when
my parents dropped me off that fateful day in rural south-central
Pennsylvania— where I knew no one within a 600-mile radius— I
found myself entirely refreshed and utterly terrified. I went places and
did things that I had never done before. I made friends with people
from places I’d never been. I traveled on my own. I grew increasingly
passionate about the impact of words on a page. My new mantra: no
missed opportunity.
When I was a sophomore in college, I lived just a few blocks
from most of the academic buildings on campus. Going out each morning and home each evening reminded me of my childhood. I would
walk on a sidewalk full of cracks, in some places upended by tree
roots. I would pass old houses. I suppose the difference was that cars
would wave for me to cross, and I would. I had the right-of-way.
I spent this past summer working at a day camp in my hometown of Wheaton, Illinois. I love my family and I love my home, but
something about returning makes me feel restless and a bit uneasy.
Since my parents are near empty-nesters, gone are the intangible comforts of my old Victorian house, which was once messy and bustling
and full of life but now sits much emptier and quieter for nine months
out of the year (with the exception of Aaron’s weekly band practice).
I often wonder how it must feel for my little brother to grow up with
parents whose kids are a bunch of adults, each with their own lives
and their own, new homes in Ohio, California, and Germany. Now, the
parking lot I used to cross each morning on my way to elementary
school is two huge houses. Now, there aren’t any cracks in the sidewalk— it’s freshly paved. The trees whose roots broke concrete have
been torn down themselves— their stumps dug up, evened out, and
covered with perfect green sod. I can’t quite recognize the way that
used to be mine.
While my summer days were spent corralling children at summer camp—some of whom likely walked the same sidewalks that I
did at their age—there were many nights I spent talking to a boy who
went to Wheaton College. If St. John was directly southwest of my
home and Franklin was north, then Wheaton College was due east. You
can see it if you walk out my front door, walk 100 feet and look to your
right.
Wheaton College colors the city of Wheaton—a city known
to have the most churches per-capita in the United States—with a
healthy splash of Evangelical Protestantism. My edgy, fight-the-system peers at Wheaton North High School —most of whom are in the
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midst of completing their final years at liberal arts colleges—loved to
criticize the “Covenant” that its students sign: a vow to refrain from
alcohol, cigarettes, sex, and basically anything else one would associate with the experimental college phase. Wheaton College is textbook
definition wholesome. My family, on the other hand, enjoys a daily
happy hour on the front porch when the weather is nice. As much of
an influence Wheaton College has on the town of Wheaton and my immediate neighborhood, their theology and ideas of proper recreation
don’t necessarily align with our family’s. It’s frustrating to have grown
up in a place people so strongly associate with a certain type of person
when you are not, in fact, that type of person.
After one particularly brutal wipeout on a Sunday afternoon
in the third grade, when my regular bike ride with the neighborhood
kids featured a scenic view of the college from the unfortunate angle
of the pavement (which was stretched in front of my eight-year-old
face after falling off the bike to apparent doom), the sight of the Wheaton College campus has left a sour taste in my mouth. I like to think it
was the bicycle trauma which instilled in me this aversion, but realistically it must also have to do with Wheaton College students’ perfectly
fake smiles on their perfectly beautiful faces, their try-hard attitude,
and the unsettling mix of hipster and devout conservative Evangelical
lifestyles which they all somehow seem to maintain. The typical Wheaton College student has a flawless Instagram feed which chronicles her
relationship with God, her adoration of high-quality coffee, and all the
engagement parties she is invited to during her senior year. There’s
something frustrating about how perfect it all seems.
Do I believe in God the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and
earth? Yes. Do I enjoy a nice cup of joe in an aesthetically pleasing coffee shop? On occasion. Do I attend fun events celebrating milestones
in my friends and loved ones lives? Certainly. Do I feel the need to
broadcast it to the world by emanating wholesomeness to all I meet?
No. What’s a story if we always know the ending?
So, on these summer nights, when I would sit on my porch and
converse with this boy whose mother was a higher-up at Wheaton College— and who wouldn’t let me hear the end of that— he expressed
to me how he was different from all the other students. How he often
felt isolated and removed from this supposed “community” because he
wasn’t like these people who permeated the attitude of my hometown
with their fake smiles and their trivial concerns. And I suppose in a
lot of ways, he was just like eleven-year-old me. His family had moved
from the west coast to Wheaton for his mom’s job, and he had been
transplanted from a lifetime in Seattle into the glossy world on the
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pages of admissions brochures. But somehow there he was, begging
my outside perspective on the inner workings of the college, asking
me to explain my aversion to his school, imploring me to see that it
really wasn’t so bad. Simultaneously boasting of its greatness, pointing out his mastery of the grounds, and claiming it as his own— this
self-professed outsider— all the while driving me crazy. When he said
“Wheaton,” he meant the college and not the town, then he would correct himself as if he’d forgotten that people actually live here. Worst of
all, he wanted a walking tour of my neighborhood by me, referring to
me with a title I found abhorrent: “A true Wheaton girl.”
“And you know, we can keep hanging out, sitting on your porch,
talking about life,” he said one evening, “but ultimately you’ll go back
to school and I’ll be here in Wheaton, and me knowing you won’t really matter in the trajectory of my life. Things will go back to the way
they’ve always been.” And he was sort of right about that, and he was
sort of an asshole for saying it. But I’m sort of glad that he did, because
while he wasn’t the good guy in that moment, I’m not sure he was the
bad guy either.
I can move far away, and life in Wheaton will go on without me.
The parking lots I used to walk across might turn into big fancy houses. The paths I used to follow might not exist when I come back home.
Finding home might not be a matter of returning to anything I once
knew.
“Yeah, I guess so,” I replied, listening to the creak of the porch
swing as it rocked back and forth and the croak of the cicadas in the
neighborhood trees. “But that’s just you. I think you’re forgetting
about everyone else, you know?” I turned and faced him. “Everyone is
the protagonist in the story of their own life.”
And to me, these things matter. Conversations and words and
people and places matter— they matter so much. So, I’m going to pack
them up, and I’m going to take them with me on my way.
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To Lancaster Castle
REBEKAH GRIMES
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Journey to Birmingham
BECKY MONTROSS

On the train to Birmingham, Nick slept on my shoulder. We had
only been seeing each other for two months, but I quickly learned that
he liked to sleep, and that he slept with his mouth open. His beard
had to be my favorite part of his face. I couldn’t imagine him without
it, though he’d shown me several pictures from his early teens, when
all he could conceivably grow was a patch of thick peach fuzz on the
pale skin above his flushed upper lip. I wondered what he must have
sounded like when he was thirteen. “Thir-een.” That’s how he said his
“teens” – the “t” in the middle of the word didn’t exist. His accent was
blind to many letters. As Americans, we bite down on every consonant
we can find. The first thing being with Nick taught me: you don’t have
to do everything by the book (and sometimes things sound a lot better
in a thick-Yorkshire accent.)
On the train to Birmingham, I wrote poetry for my creative
writing class while Nick’s crooked front teeth rubbed ever so gently
against the collar of my jacket. I wanted to press my thumb to the bottom of his chin to close his mouth, to make him more comfortable, but
I didn’t want to wake him. He was so peaceful; his eye lashes like thick,
auburn curtains keeping the world out, and his dreams inside. He told
me of his dreams every morning when he’d come to wake me up in my
room. Turns out that seeing someone in your flat eliminates the need
for an alarm clock, especially when they have class early in the morning. He would bring me coffee and donuts, and help me read over my
drafts and assignments for class that day.
***

On the train to Birmingham, I wondered if my British ancestors liked to write. I wondered what they looked like. Had any of them
laid eyes on some of the places I had seen? London Town, with all its
charming quirks, the Avon River, the colorful city of Liverpool, hills
and mountains green and dotted with sheep? Who were they when
the Romans invaded, when the Normans invaded? Did they help
build those cavernous cathedrals, were they cloistered in convents or
monasteries, or were they farmers? My mind was quick to leave the
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confines of the stuffy Virgin train that morning. I longed to romp the
fields, as I watched sleepy Britain roll by in the window.
Sydney Herbert Plant was born in Leicester, England in 1907.
His father was John, and his mother was Florence, but she went by Florie. He had three siblings. Sometime before 1919, the family moved to
Birmingham, England. Sydney attended Prince Albert Primary School,
until John and Florie found sponsors across the ocean in New York
City. Why they left is unclear and its always something I’ve wondered
about.
Sydney and his family boarded a boat from Liverpool when he
was twelve years old, and arrived at Ellis Island, presumably a few
weeks later, presumably tired, hungry, unclean, and missing home
like hell. He arrived with his mother, father and all of his siblings. I
can imagine that may have been the only redeeming part of the entire
journey. He wasn’t alone, and his entire family survived the trip.
Sydney Plant is my grandmother’s father. My mother’s grandfather. My great-grandfather. I am fascinated by his family, my family,
and because of that, I am fascinated by England.
***

Nick and I met one day on my way back from shopping. I
thought I was dying of “Fresher’s flu;” England’s version of that
wretched plague that attacks campus each fall. I had gone out to get
soup, bread, orange juice, vitamins, and anything I saw that I knew my
mom would get me to help me feel better had she been with me.
I’m usually not a grumpy person, but I was sick as hell, and
flirting was the last thing on my mind. I was trying to get back into
our flat, fiddling with the keys with no success. I heard someone trot
up from behind me, and for a minute I wrestled with the lock and key
some more.
“It can be a bit difficult, but you have to turn it just right to get
in,” the voice behind me said. Northern, my brain registered his accent.
I turned around, just enough to see that he was tall, with brown boots,
a beard, and he was close enough to me that I could tell he smelled like
clean linens.
“I know,” I snapped, and with one last turn of the key I was able
to get us both in.
“Have a good night,” I heard him say as I charged up the steps.
“You too.”
…not exactly the most romantic first meeting now, right?
A few days later, I was feeling better and I spent the morning
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washing dishes. He popped into the kitchen, and leaned up against the
counter next to me.
“Alright,” he greeted me. That’s how British boys try to be cool
and say hi. Alright.
“Hello,” and this time, I actually looked at him. I’m not sure if it’s
possible to feel dopamine physically rush through your brain, but I felt
it – hot in my head, and all the way down to my toes. A warm, euphoric
glow: something I hadn’t felt for a long time. The next few minutes
involved an intimate dive into his crystal blue eyes, and a conversation
about how I was an English major, and how he always wanted to be an
English major. He was studying Physics, but we mostly talked about
our mutual interest in poetry. He asked me who my favorites were.
“Emily Dickinson, William Carlos Williams, Langston Hughes, ee cummings…” I rattled off a few names. I wanted him to stay longer, but he
had to study.
A day later, I was making stir fry for dinner and he asked me for
the names of the poets again, and this time he wrote them down on
paper. He headed for the door.
“Where are you off to?” I asked, not wanting him to leave.
“The library, to get some poems to read,” he held up the note
pad he jotted the poets’ names on.
My body went limp and I almost burnt my stir fry. And, as they
say…the rest is history.
***

On the train to Birmingham, I started to sweat because the sun
decided to pay Great Britain a visit. I nudged Nick off me, freeing my
writing hand to finish my poem about angels. I rarely thought about
angels until England. The cathedrals were lined with them – gold statues, paintings, infinite and eternally carved in stone on the exterior. I
couldn’t help but sense that the fields had been touched by them, or
by some divine spirit, lifting and moving the hills. Ancient, celestial,
bright, and warm. Their wings surrounded me, and touched me with a
rush of wind, even as I was boxed between streets of cold cobblestone
and brown brick buildings. They surrounded me even while I traveled
to various places by bus or train.
Nick read over the poems after I nudged him awake. He gave
me a kiss on the cheek. “How do you do it?”
“What?”
“You say everything I want to say but don’t have the words to.”
“I don’t believe that.”
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“My writing usually sounds like a pleb wrote it.”
“I don’t believe youuu,” I sang to him, shuffling my notebooks
and pens back into my bag. He put his arm around me.
“How do you know? You’ve never read my writing.”
“Well, maybe if you wrote me something, I’d have some proof
that you sound like a pleb.”
“Who do you think you are, always sounding smarter than me?”
I tried to mock his accent, but as per usual, I butchered it.
“Whodoyeh think you ahhre?”
He laughed. “I bet you regret trying that.”
I snorted. “I regretted it as soon as I opened up my mouth.”
The two people seated in front of us appeared to be a middleaged married couple, eavesdropping. I could see them exchanging
smiles through the gap in the seats, their shoulders bouncing up and
down.
I had someone, and the world could see I was happy.
I had never felt so light, so lifted.
***

Shortly after Nick and I met, I got lost in god-knows-where in
the North of England trying haphazardly to find Hadrian’s Wall, completely and totally alone. It was then that Nick decided that I should
never travel without him again. He would be my guide. I really couldn’t
have asked for anyone better to show me the country. He had seen it
all. I played a game with him while we lay in bed once: I would tap on
random locations on the tiny island on Apple maps, and ask if he had
been there. They only counted as places he went to if he could show
me a picture. I trusted him at his word.
“Ipswich?”
“Yeah.”
“Grantham?”
“Yeah.”
“Hull?”
“We take holiday there sometimes.”
“Stoke-on-Trent?”
“Yeah.”
“Whitby?”
“I’m from Yorkshire, of course I’ve been to Whitby.”
Twenty-two years of life on the same small island. Of course he
had been to all these places. I believed him. He shared quaint memories with me about each place. They usually involved him and his
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family. He would tell me names of restaurants they would go to, pubs
his father would take him to, and of the ancient ruins of castles explored as a boy. He was an only-child like me, which was maybe one of
the many reasons why I was so attracted to him. Only-children attract
each other because our brand of lonely feels especially empty. That
feeling of always being off on your own island never really goes away,
unless the right person comes along who understands exactly what it’s
like to grow up alone.
He showed me pictures of him as a toddler at the beach in Scarborough, peeking from behind huge mounds of sand, nothing but his
blonde-baby hairs and big blue eyes popping out. It’s hard to imagine
him once being so tiny and elf-like. He loomed over everyone he met,
well surpassing six feet. Those pictures of him reminded me of pictures of me at Cape Cod on vacation with my parents.
I had strawberry blonde hair, and a yellow bathing suit with
white polka dots. The pictures show me lying underneath my mother’s
beach chair, and hiding behind a huge sandcastle my dad made for me.
While I snuggled up to my mom on a beach chair plunked in
Massachusetts sand years before, six thousand miles away, little Nick
was throwing British sand at his cousins.
That thought gave my heart the happiest ache.
***

When we arrived in Birmingham, after two changes and a slight
delay, I immediately pulled up the flagged email my grandmother had
sent me a week prior. She wrote:
He went to Prince Albert Primary, which was still there when he
visited in 1973. The headmaster even looked up the teachers who were
there during his time and he remembered many of them. Birmingham
had the cockney nickname “Brumajum” and folks from there were
called Brummies.
Prince Albert Primary was located on Albert Road, on the outskirts of the center city. The goal was to get there by the end of the day.
I admit that I was heavily relying on Nick, master navigator of the British Isles, to get us there. We decided to enjoy the free, public museums
first while they were open, have a pint at the Christmas markets, and
then find our way to the school.
The Birmingham Museum had an exhibit on the history of the
city, from the days of the Romans and onwards. A fort had been constructed there in AD 43, which became a Norman settlement once the
Roman occupation was over. In the middle ages, it became a market
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town governed by John de Birmingham, and throughout the early
modern era, it established itself as a bustling metropolis – and really
hasn’t changed since.
Industry boomed when my great grandfather was a young
boy in the city. Living in the wake of the industrial revolution, Queen
Victoria’s reign, and the rising pressure that would ultimately lead to
World War I must have been overwhelming for the people of Birmingham, a modern city. I tried to make guesses as I wandered the floor
as to why they could have left. Was it the pollution? The poverty that
often came with living in a big city? Factory production may have been
at its height, but they paid their workers a pittance of a salary. I made
my way around the exhibit, my eyes filling with tears. It was like I was
watching my great grandfather grow up behind glass. Nick grabbed
my hand when he saw me ogling a pair of navy-blue trousers, a shirt
and a page boy cap dated 1910. “He would have worn something like
that, and he would have been running around this city, causing trouble,” I giggled.
“Oh, knowing you…I have no doubt,” he squeezed my fingers.
***

I grew up understanding that I had ancestors from England, but
it didn’t feel real until I lived there for four months. I began to understand the fried eggs with toast, tea, and buttered fingerling potatoes.
I understood the many summers I visited my grandmother: how she
would turn on the “telly” and religiously watched “Keeping Up Appearances,” a popular British sitcom.
During summer visits at my grandmother’s house, she would
answer questions about her relatives by handing me thick black binders filled with pictures of the Plant family: cousins, uncles, grandchildren. They were all related to me and they all either lived in the UK or
had immigrated elsewhere. They had old-fashioned names like Dottie
and Suzanne. And they all had dimples, a lot like mine. For hours I
would sit with a binder wedged in the nook of my crossed-legs, leafing
through the black and white copied pictures, reading the few words I
could understand out loud.
***

A week prior to the train ride to Birmingham, Nick and I got
deliriously drunk off beer from the pub and shots of Tennessee Honey
Jack in a Lancaster hotel room. I don’t remember much from that
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night, but I remember he was wearing a soft, green plaid flannel and
he smelled like citrus-scented after shave. My legs were wrapped
around his waist, on a perfectly made bed covered in white linens. I
buried my nose into his shoulder. I don’t remember much of what I
said that night, but I do remember uncontrollably weeping for no reason at all, and holding him tight.
“I’ve wanted to come here since I was little,” I told him, tears
landing on his shirt.
“I know, you’ve told me this,” he swayed me side to side, back
and forth.
“Can you come with me to Birmingham?”
“I’ll go with you wherever you want to go.”
“Okay…okay,” I held him tighter.
“Why are you squeezing me so tight, I’m not going anywhere,”
he laughed. “And stop crying, I don’t want to see you cry.”
He booked the train tickets on the spot, because I insisted.
***

We didn’t make it to Prince Albert Primary School. We got
halfway there, and decided to turn back. The British winter solstice
sun parted ways with the day around three in the afternoon, leaving us with two hours of light. It was going to take us an hour to walk
there, and as we walked, the streets became colder, darker, wearier.
Men with cigarettes and hoods stood on corners, hands in pockets,
eyes flicking from side to side, watching for cars, watching for other
men. At some point, the streets became a collection of undefined alley
ways and concrete. We walked, and we walked, and we shivered, and
we huddled together. At some point, I stopped, and Nick looked at me,
concerned. “Let’s turn around,” I said. “Let’s go get food and a beer.”
“Are you sure? We can make it.”
“I’m positive.”
“I’m going to be honest; this just feels unsafe,” he said, hushed.
“I know, which is why we should turn around. We made a good
effort.”
“Are you absolutely sure? We could get a cab.”
I nodded. “Let’s go. I can always come back; this place isn’t going anywhere.”
“When you do, I’ll take you.”
I blushed. “Let’s go.”
We found our way to the Victoria Pub two hours before our
train back to Lancaster was to arrive. We ordered chips, battered
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chicken, and sausage. We washed it down with three rounds of cider.
The lights were low, and the room was lined with cherry-tinted wood
molding. I felt very, very British.
“I don’t think you can begin to understand how much this trip
meant to me,” I told Nick.
“It’s no trouble, I wouldn’t have wanted you to get lost,” he
tipped his glass to me. “Have you told your grandma you were here
today?”
“I did actually,” I opened the notifications on my phone. “I think
she sent me an email earlier today.” I tapped the unopened message in
my Inbox. She attached a picture.
I know you’re in Birmingham today. Here is a picture of your
great grandad. I would venture to say you have the same smile.
Lots of love, my traveling girl.
I tapped on the black and white icon and the picture appeared
before us on the screen, and I pressed my hand to my mouth. I had
seen pictures of him, but I don’t remember ever seeing him this young,
in fancy clothes, with twinkling eyes and combed hair.
“You’ve got his dimples,” Nick brushed a hand against my
cheek.
“Yeah,” I smiled. “They run in the family.”
.
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Sunlight in the Southern Cove
HOLLY M. O’MALLEY
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I’m Home, But With Clarity
KYLIE R. MANDEVILLE

And now I can really see the tops of trees
and the gleam of the creek
and the sun as it sets.
The edges crisp and creep
but the sidewalks end.
And the patch of grass
feels so good to me,
and it would to you…

In the sun and in the shade.

It’s just the one corner that you didn’t check yet,
but now I can see…
And I think that the gold shines through you
because it’s bright even at night.
The way you looked at me while I danced
to Yankee Hotel Foxtrot
in your room.
You’re in every song now!
And I’m not sad that you’re gone
because you’re in every leaf.
The bark is scales,
and the vine is necklace or string,
and I hold a leaf hand with mine.

I’m seeing your corner rounded out when I walk around.
And each blue is sung for you,
sometimes two twining,
biding their time, writing on pines,
dusting the powerlines
with pollen and signs
of bird feet…
and passing.
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But in a good way that grows
with eyes that shine
not ones weighed down
on either side.
And I sigh
with all fullness.
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Apple Pie AND It Came With My Mother
CASEY CREAGH

I. Apple Pie
“It’s Grammy’s recipe but I made it better,” you would subtly
boast at our beat-up wooden kitchen table. It was the same table you
and dad bought together when you first got married. It was the same
table my sister and I stained with markers and paint when we were
younger: “Gives it character,” you would say. Once again, it was going
to be the starting point for your famous apple pie. Apparently, what
made yours the best was the sugar-cookie crust.
You were never a very organized cook. I remember the counters strewn with ingredients and supplies. The mixing bowl waited,
dusted off in the crowded corner next to the fridge; you always said
how much you hated baking-- ironic, right? The kitchen table was
buried in flour, like snow plowed to the sides of the streets in winter.
Eggshells filled the sink drain, and you looked like you had enough ingredients caked on your hands and face to start a whole new pie. Anna
and I weren’t much help with the cleanliness. Even though our official
job was to assist in rolling out that magnificent crust, we took the opportunity to wage in a flour war with dad. You never seemed to mind
our mess.
After you realized your assistants were far too occupied
winning battles on Pillsbury hill, you’d roll the dough out into four
misshapen circles-- one pie was never enough for our eager family
around the holidays. Then, you’d move on to the apples. Coated in
butter and cinnamon-sugar they were irresistible. Dad would always
tip-toe in and steal some straight from the bowl. You’d scold him and
he’d just giggle like a little kid and give you a kiss on your flour-spotted forehead. After a few years of his antics you started making extra
filling just for him; you let him think he was still sneaking around.
My favorite part was when the pies finally made it to the oven.
We’d clean up our battlefield and return the scarcely used mixing bowl
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back to its rightful corner. You’d sit down to rest and we would join
you; all four of us cuddled onto the couch to watch our then favorite
show. After a few minutes, the scent would swarm the house. The
sweet smell of the cinnamon-apple filling covered in your famous
crust…
I miss that sugar-cookie crust.
I miss that apple pie.
II. It Came With My Mother

My mother’s hair, she would say, was dark brown, although
I would argue it was black. Her curly locks sprung out in different
directions, but somehow appeared perfectly set in place everyday. My
mother’s hair was what I used in sizeable crowds to find her over everyone else. My mother’s hair was what I thought made us look alike,
and I was contented to find out even without it, I still resembled her
daughter. After beginning chemotherapy, my mother’s hair caused her
physical pain. What was once such a distinguishing factor in her appearance became a constant, aching reminder of the tattooed map on
her chest, of the needles in her arm, of the tumor on her lung… and the
irony of that stabbed me. It was time to say goodbye to the bundle of
beautiful springs my mother carried with her all of her life, and I was
the one to end its era.
My mother, tearful yet confident she was ready to move on,
decided it was time to shave her head. My support was infinite, as
I sprinted up the steps, the same steps my mother struggled with
everyday...and the irony of that spurred me. I grabbed a razor, shaving
cream, and a towel. These tools gave me the sense of control I yearned
for and brought with them an acceptance of my mother’s disease. So, I
wielded that razor like I was holding the cure for cancer in my hands.
My acceptance came when the razor I held raked away the hair
I was raised with, the hair I grew so attached to. It came when I looked
at the smooth, pale surface of my mother’s bald head and knew, no
matter what the outcome, we were going to persevere. It came when
my mother looked in the mirror and I was able to reassure her, when
before she was the one consoling me… and the irony of that saved me.
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Into the Freedom
ELLIANIE VEGA

I. Joe Hisaishi + Tokyo Orchestra: The Dragon Boy
The rich wooden vessel of the cello rang loudly when my
instructor would play it. The hairs of his bow ran smoothly, resonant,
while my ten-year-old hands comparatively couldn’t put enough pressure on the string. It’s true that tension is needed to play dynamically,
but my body was all tension --my posture rigid, my hands strangling-and I was told that I was doing well for my age. My volition was strong,
but lacking locus.
When I was ten, I had run into the orchestra room knowing
nothing about music. My family didn’t have enough money for me to
rent an instrument, so I fondled a large squeaky cello in my hands
that I was allowed to borrow from the school. While everyone wanted
a violin, the larger instruments, like the cello and the bass, were free
to borrow to encourage more students to play them. I spent every
school day listening to Joe Hisaishi’s soundtrack to Spirited Away, and
as other students attempted scales or practiced higher fingerings, I
worked through the melodies from the soundtracks I knew by heart
on my new second-hand cello. I would burst into fourth position having never been taught what that meant, trying to capture as much of
the melody of “The Dragon Boy” as possible in only one instrument.
The students playing hot cross buns would stop and stare, and
sometimes I mustered enough strength to finish playing despite the
staring. With only two months of lessons under my belt, I had already
surpassed most of the orchestra. A whole room of eyes would focus on
me, and I’d fight the urge to stop. Do you take private lessons? How did
you learn to be that good? Where is that song from? And then orchestra
practice would begin, and I had to play flawlessly, and I had to play
loudly, and I grew to fear making mistakes in front of other students
because I was the first chair for every student in intermediate school
despite playing for less than a year.
Early into any form of artistry, the artist wishes for recognition.
But after the artist receives recognition, there are demands on the artist, which risks halting their growth. Nevermind, the artist at this point
does not have a sense of self, or of style, or of vision, and therefore is
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not really an artist, but an amateur, and amateurs can be ruined by
just about anything.
II. Gorillaz: Left Hand Suzuki Method

Practice rooms are obligated to have a certain scent, and that
smell is the perfume of aging wood. All practice rooms smell like mildew and carpet and rosin, I think either because we esteem an institution’s age or because nobody has funded these programs in ages. I
began music lessons at the age of eleven, and while I do remember the
smell, I don’t remember my teacher’s name.
Because I have forgotten his name, his face refuses to fully
render in my mind. He was tall and at least seventy, with round glasses
and an oak cello that he kept well polished, while mine was dented
from years of abuse at the hands of other children. He handed me a
book, The Suzuki Method for Cello, Vol I. My posture was wrong. My
technique was wrong. We should study the songs in the book. We
should play the instrument everyday.
The more I was pushed, the more I stopped. My parents began
to regret handing me a blue check for sixty dollars on the first Monday
of every month since my progress was stalling. I didn’t like being told
what to do, but worse, I didn’t like that what was enjoyable for me
had become a chore. I could suffer through Bach, or I could “waste”
my time on the music that I’d enjoyed and taught myself. I would go
home from school and watch Hisaishi’s “Madness for Nine Cellos”
daily, watching the bespectacled, bearded ponytailed first chair keep
his strong grip. I would study through the screen, pinching my fingers
against my thumb, refusing to pick up the cello. I’d play at school,
but leave my home cello untouched. I stopped learning at the age of
twelve.
Disastrously, I remained first chair for six years.
III. Joe Hisaishi: Madness for Nine Cellos

Kyle Plump was the first competition that I’d ever encountered,
but I looked up to him because he was a foot and a half taller than
me and three years my senior. I don’t remember his voice because he
never spoke. Kyle played seamlessly, like a principal cellist, and he had
made it to districts, but never tried for states. He played flawlessly
during orchestral practice, but bent notes out of whack in his spare
time, like I used to before the Suzuki method beat it out of me.
I first met him in seventh grade, when the middle school-
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ers were allowed to play Holst’s “Jupiter” with the high schoolers.
Kyle would watch me because I was the only middle schooler able to
handle the position shifts required in such a short amount of time in
the song, able to begin in first position and shoot to fourth position in
a matter of seconds. The rest of the cellos were relegated to the viola
part. I got to sit with the high schoolers.
Everything went smoothly during the performances. They
always did back then. Nobody seemed to notice that I hadn’t practiced
in over a year. Inspired by Kyle, who had become my friend probably
because he was bored, I began writing symphonies, which surprised
my classmates. I never finished writing a single one. Cello and composition were the only things that came naturally to me in the school day,
and Kyle felt like home as we’d play “Jupiter” as a warm-up, struggling
to move our fingers that fast while retaining a rich tone.
IV. Holst: Jupiter

Before the last concert that we played together, Kyle and I both
showed up an hour and a half early so we could be left alone with our
anxiety before the flood of other orchestra players showed up. We
were both wearing all black when we were supposed to be wearing
black and white because we couldn’t listen. He was anxious and bored,
whipping his blond hair back and forth as he played long, sustained
notes.
He sat his bow on the C string and dragged it laboriously, trudgingly, in a melodramatic way. I didn’t begin practicing because he was
busy birthing big, ominous notes in C minor.
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Which annoyed me until I began answering it, because he was
being childish and wouldn’t stop.
C

B

A

F

|

G___________________

C

I’d never improvised before, and I felt that he was testing me,
toying with me, as he switched from C minor to C major then D minor,
and waited for a response, which I played scratchily because I was
anxious. And he was watching what I could do, and I couldn’t always
parry his attacking key shifts that he played in straightforward largo.
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And I learned that I was full of potential, but not of knowledge, and
that I may know little, but I can forge a path ahead.
Kyle graduated, and when I played “Jupiter” again in the spring
of my senior year, I was aware that I had not lived up to him. I knew
my music by memory, but not by sheet. My hands collapsed at the
knuckle rather than form a C-shape when I played. The cellists who
were younger than me become vicious as they tried to take first chair,
but they couldn’t grab it from me. I continued to win first chair with
my intonation and the lyricality of my playing, which were my biggest
strengths. The younger cellists would stare at me with contempt, as
they could tell that I was frequently sight-reading, and even improvised when lost. Only the second chair cellist would speak to me, and
the rest appeared to harbor resentment towards me. But their tones
were sloppy, scratchy, their position shifts labored and slow. Their
playing sounded childish.
In May 2016, I turned in my dented cello in its black soft case
that was full of sheet music that I should have given back to my instructor years ago. While I practiced everyday in school, my home
cello was neglected, untouched, unloved. The case hadn’t been opened
more than a dozen times throughout my high school career, and when
an instrument is rarely played, it starts to squeak and the strings need
to be replaced. Maybe my instructor was surprised when she opened
my cello case to see that it obviously hadn’t been played regularly.
Maybe she knew all along. Maybe she rewarded with me with first
chair for potential. Maybe for pity.
Maybe I’m projecting my own self-doubt too intensely. I tested
well, I performed at concerts perfectly, I led the section. She wouldn’t
have picked me if I didn’t deserve it.
But four years later, I don’t know if I can play a note on the
cello.
V. Rest

On the green grass of Stine Lake at Gettysburg College, I met
everyone else who lived on the second floor of Hanson Hall. There
were several musicians among them. A brown-haired boy named Ben
and I bonded over Brahms and I introduced him to the music of Joan
Jeanraud, and he was surprised that I wasn’t in the orchestra with him.
I was surprised too.
But I didn’t want to perform anymore. I couldn’t afford an
instrument, and I was too embarrassed to ask our semi-competitive
conservatory whether they had one to lend me. I was enjoying my
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freedom, but I’d only been free for a season, and soon, I wanted my
voice back.
Classical music still triggers me with panic. Everytime I listen
to an orchestra, I feel like someone is at my throat, waiting for me to
mess up so they can have my first chair seat and reaffirm that I’ve
been a fraud all along. I had retired from music, so what was the point
of debating my past skill? I have nothing to prove. I told myself daily.
Nothing to prove.
VI. Michiru Yamane: Dance of Pales
In my parents’ home, there is a Kawai piano that hasn’t been
tuned since I was six, when I put puzzle pieces and a toothbrush inside
of it. My mom had majored in piano and education in college, and
she had once played piano for Jimmy Carter, but she hasn’t played it
in years. She had toured with Up With People in the 80s, which she
would tell stories of when at parties, but there was no nostalgia in her
recollections. She had never pressured me to play an instrument, and
sometimes I wonder if it was just something she did, rather than a part
of her being, a strange observation considering how far she’d taken
her craft. In my home growing up, music was allowed to be picked up
and put down. It was a vehicle for expression, never an obligation.
When I was a child and couldn’t figure out a tune, I would
always sit myself in front of our piano, which only sometimes helped
because I was stubborn and never learned
1. How to read treble clef or
2. How to play different rhythms on each hand.
and this was an issue because that piano was frequently the
only instrument I could play for free as I grew older, and it was an instrument that I couldn’t use to express myself. I decided to start studying the piano the spring of my sophomore year of college. During the
school year, I would park myself in the conservatory practice rooms at
night and try to squelch out noise from the pianos.
I would press the suspend petal and let chords just ring and
ring and ring, like Kyle would when he was bored and agitated. I
would try to work out some of the jazzy pop of Shoji Meguro’s work,
but my hands were bound to each other. For two decades, I couldn’t
separate the two creatures from each other. They used to have to work
together to make the cello ring.
I spent a year memorizing chords and being unsatisfied with
my arrangements because I couldn’t separate my hands from each
other. And then I heard the waltz of “Dance of Pales,” and I heard the
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drumming of the left hand and the delicacy of the right, and my hands
suddenly had minds of their own. I learned to play waltzes from Michiru Yamane’s soundtracks to the Castlevania games, and I separated my
hands by playing what I dubbed Dracula music.
And thus I had rid myself of two curses that had plagued me
1. How to play different rhythms on each hand.
2. The belief that music was made for someone else, not yourself.
The axis of my world shifted. I spent more minutes in the
practice room than I ever had before, because I loved what I was doing
and because I owed it to no one. This wasn’t a public struggle; it was
a quiet one, full of joy and a twinge of physical pain from my damaged
hands that I’d broken twice over the course of my childhood.
I have nothing to prove, I have learned, and that is a good thing.
That can untie you.
VII. Rei Kondoh: Apex of the World

In August of my senior year of college, I loaded all of my things
into the elevator of my apartment building, and when I entered, the
first thing that I noticed was that my friend Brian had brought his keyboard. It’s heavy and plastic, and it doesn’t ring with sound, but it can
play well enough. He told me that he brought it because of me, because
I was always running off to Schmucker at every in-between moment of
the day, and it reminded him of how he used to love playing.
For minutes or hours a day, I sit in front of it, toying with the
jazz mode, trying to parse out the strange sounds of treble clef, rewriting video game soundtracks in simple but rich arrangements to
compensate for my still-developing skill. I never have to force myself
to practice or feel like a fraud. I’ve been allowed to grow my skill on
my own, which I was never allowed to experience on my own in childhood. I arrange and rearrange “Apex of the World,” a composition full
of triumph and energy, driving, good for playing either loud or tender.
I hear the lyrics,
joy surrounds, comfort abounds, and I can feel I’m breaking free.		
for a moment lost in time I am finally me.
VIII. Uyama Hiroto - Into the Freedom
As I’ve gotten older, I’ve decided that the most important elements of self-fulfillment are the ability to continue learning new skills
as you age and continuing to pursue activities you don’t necessarily
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have an aptitude for. In many moments, I mourn my potential as a
musician because of how much time I’ve lost developing my ability as
a cellist. Even if I practice for hours a day on the piano for the rest of
my life, I can never regain the potential and attention I possessed as a
child.
That is not the point. Recognition should never be the goal of
any endeavor.
Perfection should never be the goal of any endeavour. So much
is lost in the fear of making mistakes, and once you have that fear, you
seldom learn to take risks.
I recently eavesdropped on a conversation where another
student was talking about how the word amateur is never derogatory,
but comes from out of love, doing something out of love, not for praise.
Now that I’m older, I’ve learned that it is sometimes more difficult to
do something out of love than it is to do it for the sake of artistry, of
perfection.
I never remember the perfect sequence of notes to Uyama Hiroto’s “Into the Freedom” as I toy with it on the keyboard at night. That’s
not the point. The point is rising and falling gracefully, meditatively,
conveying a sense of inner peace. Nirvana.
That’s the feeling you should get out of doing something you
love. In the end, love is the only thing that leads you into freedom.
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We Name Our Ships After Women
BETHANY FRANKEL
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When Someone Asks Where I’m From
PHOEBE M. DOSCHER

When someone asks where I’m from, I brace myself for impact
as “Sandy Hook” escapes my lips and I set off a potential flurry of
questions, commiserations, and utter shock as those charged words
buzz midair.
I’ve always felt that maybe I shouldn’t mention my hometown
in fear of tainting a perfectly normal conversation, so I used to try to
brush off the tragedy by giving some snappy, rehearsed bit about our
resiliency, smile, and move on. But, once I was thrust into a college setting and repeatedly reminded of the public familiarity with the town,
that approach made me feel excruciatingly stuck. Merely bringing up
Sandy Hook, not to mention revealing that my sister is a survivor, is
enough to bring tears to people’s eyes. Friends tell their families that
they know someone from Sandy Hook. They’re taken aback and give
me shocked looks. They ask if I’m from the Sandy Hook, and when I
confirm, I feel the weight of my shocking past hitting them while the
urgency for real action and real change is ready to explode from inside
my chest. Until now, I’ve only yearned to tell others about the difference I’m making in response to the tragedy, rather than simply acknowledge the appalling event.
When I tell someone where I’m from, I hope to do more than
offer them a window into an irreversible part of my upbringing with
the hope that some kind of change, or at least an altered perspective,
will spar from this unthinkable reality. Seven years out, I meet the
astonished looks, tears, and condolences and say, yes, I’m from Sandy
Hook, and I see injustice and want to put an end to gun violence in our
nation. So, I’m fighting back, and here’s my story.
I woke on the morning of December 14th, 2012 just like anyone else. I ate breakfast, said goodbye to my mom before she woke my
sister up, and my dad allowed me to listen to my favorite pop radio
station while he drove me to middle school. Beyond that, I don’t remember any of the specific moments leading up to the tragedy because they seemed too mundane to me, too commonplace to burn into
memory; that is, until the lockdown began. I vividly recall cramming
myself under a long lab table in my seventh-grade science classroom. I
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thought it was a drill. It felt like a drill for the first five minutes. Then,
we began to feel too cramped and uncomfortable. Maybe a bear was
roaming the streets of Newtown. Maybe a rabid animal was on the
loose or the local bank had been robbed. Not once did my mind go
to the worst; I hadn’t even begun to fathom the thought of a school
shooting.
We sat for a while. The teacher’s aide snuck out of her hiding
place to collect our lab notebooks from the tables, one by one, and
passed them around so we could doodle or play games. Unbeknownst
to us, mere miles away, horror unfolded at the elementary school. Children and educators risked and lost their lives while we sat on cold tile,
shoulder-to-shoulder, playing hangman and tic-tac-toe.
The lockdown ended. We were released from the classroom
and all I remember is a blur of movement in the halls. I emerged from
the stuffy room and stretched my sore body. We weren’t allowed
phones in my class, except for the teachers, whom I later realized
had been receiving messages and calls, attempting to cover up their
stunned faces as the news unfolded. Some students, however, had
their phones on them.
“There was a shooting,” I heard students say as I passed
through the halls. “Sandy Hook Elementary School.” My ears perked
up. My sister’s at Sandy Hook, I thought. “I think the principal died,”
someone said, and at that point, I quit listening to their accusations.
There was no way the principal could’ve died. What even was a shooting, anyway? At the time, I pictured a freak accident of a hunter shooting into a field, and maybe, just maybe, the principal had been caught
in the accident, somehow. But it all seemed too far-fetched to understand. I couldn’t wrap my brain around the piecemeal developments.
We all, essentially, knew nothing.
The teachers attempted to resume classes with business as
usual. Regardless of the ominous murmurs, we were still at school,
and had to wait to hear definitive developments of the mysterious
lockdown.
Back in the science classroom, the whisper of “Sandy Hook
School” in the hallway irked me. I wanted to leave, or at least find
someone who knew what was really going on, so I stood up, too distracted to work, while the rest of the students remained seated. Some
kids made odd looks at me or tried to bring my attention back, but I
remained standing, paralyzed, until my teacher received a call that my
dad had come to pick me up. I gathered my things and rushed out of
the classroom. The air had shifted around me and my breathing was
short and labored. I could almost sense the palpable wrongness in the
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air.

When my dad arrived at the school, we hugged in breathless
reunion and rushed to the car, my mind a flurry of confusion. I asked
question upon question. All he could assure me was that my sister was
safe; she was at home and had survived what was supposed to be a
normal day in elementary school.
Helicopters chopped the air above my house when we pulled
into the driveway. It was a brisk winter day, but the front door was left
open in the commotion. We live close to the school, so we could hear
distant sirens underscored by the television, blaring breaking news of
a shooting in Connecticut. It was a little moment of fame for our small
town—unsolicited, undesirable fame.
My mom tore her attention from the television long enough to
squeeze me before pointing to my sister in the other room, who was
occupied with toys and movies. My movements robotic, I ran in and
hugged her involuntarily, suddenly wishing to be closer to her than
ever before. She seemed so small, so changed. We later learned that
her brain had shielded her from fully processing much of the day’s
events, but in the moment, I knowingly embraced her for all I knew
and had yet to know about the shooting.
As the night continued, learned what it was like to see adults
cry, even sob, right in the open. I also learned how a family operates
in a constant state of uncertainty; for us, that involved pasta. My mom
made a huge pot of pasta and red sauce to accommodate other families of Sandy Hook students with whom we’d teamed up to traverse
this uncharted territory.
In one of those families was my best friend who was the same
age as me and had been my companion throughout all of our years at
Sandy Hook Elementary and the years to follow. Our sisters, the same
age apart from us, similarly became the best of friends, and would
both brandish the labels of survivors after that day’s massacre. I sat
with my friend in the living room that night unpacking the facts. We
heard murmurs about first grade classes, casualties, and, of course,
the principal. At that point, no one had confirmed the reality neither of
us could conjure up.
The two of us continued back and forth, both barely even
teenagers, and attempted to hold adult-like conversation while our
traumatized siblings played with dolls in the other room. We couldn’t
piece enough facts together to hold a real conversation, so we kept
going back to something we all could agree on: There was no way this
could’ve happened. Yet, it had.
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My story is just one of many within the Sandy Hook community
and communities around the country. Mine is also a story of a family
with a surviving child. We experienced trauma, yes, but I can’t speak
for the unfathomable loss of the families of 20 first graders and six
educators who did not bring home their loved ones that day, or the
numerous families shattered on a daily basis by the deadly toll of gun
violence.
Although I did not know any of the victims on a close personal
basis, I still think of them and their families all the time and I can’t
begin to imagine the ongoing heartbreak those families endure. They
walk among us, though, and the impact of this tragedy has sparked
the founding of numerous gun violence prevention organizations and
campaigns—many of which are driven by victims’ families and continue to inspire my own advocacy as the leader of a gun violence prevention organization on Gettysburg’s campus.
In this gun violence prevention fight, it’s important to return
to the “why.” I often remind myself to think about my actions from
that angle: “Why am I organizing with students?” “Why are we writing
letters to state representatives and senators?” “Why are we holding a
vigil?” And the answer is to honor victims and to work towards preventing even more Americans—more than the 26 in my hometown, or
the 100 that die each day—from also becoming victim to this national
issue.
In December of 2019, over 700,000 Americans were reported
to have lost their lives or have been injured by guns since the tragedy
in my town seven years prior. Gun violence-sparked narratives similar
to my own unfold for more and more people every day, regardless of
the jarring loss of children and educators at an elementary school in
2012, and the tragedies both before and since then.
Within merely the first six days of 2020, our nation lost 613
victims to gun violence. In 2019, a reported 15,668 individuals endured gun deaths. Change is coming, yes, but so is more inevitable
violence that drives me to work even harder to find solutions to this
issue.
We wouldn’t need gun violence prevention advocacy if there
weren’t so many gun deaths in this country. In fact, I wish I didn’t have
a reason to band together with students to take action to save lives.
Yet, we stand; some of us are inspired to fight after experiencing tragedies close to us, and others, though unaffected, still feel the urgency of
the issue and cannot spend a moment longer in silence. We speak out
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to ensure that the lives of victims do not go unremembered and that
no one from this point on must lose their life, be wounded, survive and
be traumatized, or be a part of communities that are forever changed
by gun violence.
Now, when someone asks me where I’m from, I no longer feel
stuck. I’ve responded to the reminders I face of the fear and trauma
that results from a gun violence tragedy by taking actions with my
community to ensure that no life goes unremembered and no shooting
is unacknowledged. My hometown is certainly not the only one that
takes people aback; more and more communities every day are recognized as locations of gun violence, and that is not right.
So, I will fight, and I will do whatever it takes to end gun violence for as long as it takes. I just hope I’m not a victim myself before I
can witness a safer nation.
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Flight at Sunset
MAY LONERGAN
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Splitting
ELLIANIE VEGA

I.

This earth was birthed by two of the heavens: Izanagi, he who
invites, and Izanami, she who invites, and hand-in-hand they welcome
us to the earth. They did not bear their children, for their inheritors
were made from the broken parts of themselves. Izanami was the first
woman, but not the first mother, and she passed before her husband.
Rotting with grief, Izanagi followed his woman into the afterlife, found
her body ripe with death after she had dined on nothingness at the
hearth of the underworld. And thus, the day, the night, and storms
were born from Izanagi’s grieving body. While purifying his heavenly self at the edge between the living and dead, he filled a wooden
cup with water. From the water washing out of the hollow of the
father’s right eye slipped the sun daughter, Amaterasu, from his left
eye slipped Tsukiyomi, the night son, and from the flowing tears and
snot from his nose fell Susanoo, the son of salt and sea and storms.
Grief and emptiness drew a sharp line between day and night, and
made woman into the bright and righteous and made man into he who
brings darkness and silence and death.
II.

Washed from the hollow of his eye, I was born from a man
dragged from the ripe stench of his wife’s body. I am motherless. Born
from the underworld, between life and death, I am the harmony that
feeds the night and the sea. Without me, the moon could never shine,
water would never rise and form clouds. Though cut from the same
cloth as my siblings, I am forced to stay far above them; my scolding
heat can be made gentle by loving from afar.
As day is married to night, I was fettered to my brother, Tsukiyomi, and, as two halves to a whole, we had no qualms initially. I
shared the sky with him, but was safe from his lustful grasp that twists
the tides, that twists my brother Susanoo of the sea and makes him
bloom storm clouds from the friction between them. He, unable to
proliferate, could never understand the responsibility of birthing the
earth, the tenderness between parent and child.
While my hands were full, busy with sowing the seeds of life,
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Tsukiyomi stood silent and watched, his eyes black and empty, stoic,
stirring, psychotic, violent without reason. One season’s end, Uke Mochi, the goddess of food, invited him to view her bounty, to show him
the world she designs. From my place in the heavens, I watched from
afar. In celebration, she spit fish into the sea and coughed up rice paddies from her stomach. She opened her mouth and out ran wild game,
deer leaping through tall grass. Uke Mochi grew a garden from words
and she harvested her creation in loving arms. I watched Tsukiyomi’s
face turn, twisted and creased.
Disgusting, he swore at her, and she continued gathering, preparing for the feast, paying him no mind. Why would the divine desire
the ephemeral and earthly? he bellowed.
Why can’t the divine recognize the earthly as divine? said Uke
Mochi to herself, disappointed with her guest, cursing his ignorance
under her breath. She stood with her back to him, harvesting, harvesting, harvesting, and as the sun set, Tsukiyomi crept behind her with
his fists suspended in the air. I watched him so far below me, exerting
his lack of power by squelching life from her body, his fists crashing
down on her head and then squeezing around her neck.
I watched him so far below me, and knew that’s where he belonged, exiled from the heavens. Disgusted by his brutality, his audacity, I forever severed myself from the night, exiling him to live away
from me, gifting him no choir, no audience, no power.
I watched Uke Mochi as her body disintegrated and made
millet and rice and beans and her eyebrows crawled away and became writhing silkworms, pieces of her scattered all about. In the life
wrought from her body, I saw women worked for the greater good
even after their demise, leaving their own gifts for their children’s harvests, gifting them a legacy.
With my heat, I feed the fauna from Uke Mochi, I stoke her
creation like a smoldering fire, until all the earth crawls with her gifts
of life, their lives ephemeral and fleeting, but intriguing, worthwhile
nonetheless. I feed her children, and one day, her children will feed
mine.
III.

Sulking and alone, I yearned for others to share in my world; I
harbored a void that could only be filled with my own children. I took
Susanoo’s sword between my heavy hands and bore three women, and
I watch my daughters bear life. They tend to the golden fields of rice,
their hair straight down their backs, singing to themselves, basking in
my light, sleeping in the sun. Inspired, Susanoo molded men in his im-
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age, his temperamental, ever shifting image.
I smelled the grain going up in sweet, suffocating smoke, and
this was the sin that cast the last man out of heaven. Jealous of my
daughters, Susanoo had set the fields aflame. I watch my daughters
grow only to have their fields raped by men.
Man makes the earth ache, rendering its soil and seeds infertile
through abuse. Man is hollowing out my earth, drinking oil, ripping
holes in the cotton of the clouds, sprinting with such speed he scorches the earth behind him. He rushes to new ground because he’s neutered that which he leaves behind. Man thinks he can pillage and run
from his destruction, like Tsukiyomi, like Susanoo, but now he’s cornered like prey, raising the sea walls above himself. He has nowhere to
run but the afterlife, and I will push him into the underworld.
Oh, to remember day and night, women and men, were equals
before they were opposites. Oh, to know the earth is not in your hands.
Oh, to watch the patterns perpetuate. Oh, to see it again and again.
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Haruka’s World
JULIA M. CHIN

This is the train of death by silence. Among these crackling,
vinyl seats, it is impossible to tell whether a single passenger breathes.
Pale faces are illuminated in the grey afternoon by LED screens of
phones, tablets, and other electronic demons. Their mouths stay shut;
their eyes don’t meet.
The air in Japan is heavy with rain, and Haruka wonders how
her parasol has made it to this final chapter of summer. The umbrella
is the same black-blue as her pleated skirt and leans precariously
against her wool stockings. It was a gift two months prior, when
Haruka graduated primary level, but the pink lace edging has grown
pale and sullied over the rainy season, the waterproof canopy covered
with fading lines of water like tear streaks. Today, the rain continues
on, creating a droning harmony with the steady rattle of train tracks.
Haruka surreptitiously glances at the mess her dripping umbrella’s
made before returning her attention to her electronic. Liquid sadness
and summer pool together on the train’s moving floor like an homage
to the girl, and the 15:43 Nippon Express rolls on towards Kobe.
It is so quiet; it is the quiet that swallowed her grief and ate
the air at Takeshi’s funeral, Haruka decides. When she was a child, she
never knew the world could be so still. Now thirteen, she knows better; she knows to let her breath in and out slowly and walk with the
calculated tread of a night thief. She knows not to make a sound. Still,
the monstrous quiet makes her want to scream.
The sudden, metallic peal of a knell sends Haruka time-travelling. It first takes her into the rain, on the river bank, standing on a bit
of swollen Earth with no body beneath it. A small grey stone marks an
empty grave for her brother. Bronze bells, Shinto rites of death, and
nothing but the quiet everywhere. Quiet, quiet, quiet. It comes down
in sheets with the rain, but Haruka has no lace parasol to protect from
that mind-numbing cold. However, the thought of rain jerks Haruka
into the present, back to the indifferent downpour against the train’s
windows. The metallic clang of the bells is gone.
Haruka stares in horror at her silver lunch box, incidentally
knocked to the floor by a sharp turn around the tracks. The clattering sound must have been instantaneous and gone in a moment—but
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then why does she still feel it in her bones? It is the first utterance to
have broken the silent death since the train left the station; however,
Haruka makes no moves to right the battered box of tin. She simply
lets it lie and slowly, ever so slowly, looks up from her electronic to address the silence boring into her skull. No heads turn to accuse her minor though catastrophic disturbance, yet Haruka almost wishes they
would. And, in that silence, Haruka hears angels. This one, though,
seems to have fallen to the ranks of demons from the way it comes,
rasping and clinging to the compartment’s support poles like lifelines.
Haruka hears the cry for help. She immediately wishes she hadn’t.
The monstrosity splits the rotting silence with his sharp
tongue, ranting and raving like those unlucky few who survived the
Black Rain. It is dressed in dark denim and a muddied sweatshirt
featuring a cartoon character from years before Japan’s childhood was
terminated. His eyes are glazed over with weight that hangs down into
large bags beneath them, and in perceiving the color, Haruka realizes
that the thing is human.
In a way, the boy reminds her of her brother. Haruka remembers Takeshi donning a suit for coming-of-age day just before the war
took him, and this boy likewise looks about twenty. And though it is
the uncanny resemblance of those ethereal hazel irises that makes
Haruka even look twice at the boy, the similarity ends here. Where
Takeshi’s eyes were sharp and cold, this boy’s are pudgy and dull.
Haruka doesn’t need to waste an entire glance on him to know he is
damaged. Why or how doesn’t really matter. All that matters now is
the screaming, as he wildly implores the train car passengers for an
incomprehensible something, swaying like a drunkard through otherwise dense silence. Not one of the passengers moves or acknowledges
any existence of the boy’s suffering. Haruka shoves down that guilty
desire for speech and returns to her electronic.
Three gold stars shining on the screen announce that she’s
levelled up in the adventure world: another creature has been added
to her arsenal. A graphic of an attractive woman wearing a surgical mask pops up, and Haruka immediately recognizes the collective
nightmare of her fifth-year class: Kuchisake Onna. When words were
spoken and not just typed along grimy pads of electronics, Haruka’s
mother had told her bedtime stories of the slit-mouthed woman. How
the beautiful lady wearing the face mask asks children on the street
if she’s pretty. How ‘no’ receives violent death by repeated plunging
of scissors into the unlucky child’s gasping lungs. How ‘yes’ is greeted
by a reveal of that infamous mouth, grinning flesh slit from ear to ear,
the mere sight killing you on the pavement. How no matter what you
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say or do, there is no right answer. Haruka has never stopped to talk to
anyone on her 27-minute walk home from the station since. Not even
the time that she got lost in the rain with her then clean umbrella and
tin lunch box.
Even constrained within the electronic’s plastic frame, Kuchisake Onna haunts Haruka in the silence on the train. Haruka thinks all
the passengers are secretly slit-mouthed men and women.
Perhaps no one speaks because they are afraid of the things
they’ll say. Or maybe they are afraid of one another. The fear of silver
blades and ripped flesh grinning between anyone’s calm and immovable exterior. A young girl of only thirteen, Haruka does not use such
large words in her mental digression, but the scary thoughts are scary
just the same.
Security within the traincar is found in grabbing onto germridden, metallic poles and plastic circles suspended from the ceiling
by thick, fabric straps. Haruka is surprised no has used the latter as
a noose yet. But maybe news of such a feat has not yet reached her:
the disintegration of word-of-mouth has made travel much slower.
It’s hard to believe that it’s been nearly seven years since Haruka last
heard another human voice. It has been three since she heard her
own.
“Haruka.”
A voice seething with pain and betrayal worms its way into her
ear, and Haruka’s neck snaps up, her baby-blue earbuds ripped from
their resting places. The monster of a boy on the train is closer now,
approaching as if drawn to her. The swollen hazel eyes flash like caged
dragons. They beseech every bystander without words: Help me. Save
me. Kill me. The boy’s guttural rasping continues, but Haruka’s name
never falls from his spitting lips.
Haruka risks a glance at other passengers, but they remain
inert bodies. The populus of Japan is silent as the dead. The only sign
of life comes from the occasional blink of eyes otherwise glued to electronics; artificial light from screens color their faces in a harsh rainbow. Haruka feels herself entranced and disturbed. She worries that
she hasn’t noticed this sooner only to realize that she’s never looked
up before. The part of her that is still a child and inherently good suddenly realizes that something is very, very wrong. The part of her that
has been raised under the silent blanket of this world does not allow
her to realize what.
A soft, crackling hiss comes near her knee, and Haruka restores the fallen earbuds above tiny gold studs. “Haruka,” the pained
voice entreats again, and she looks down at the slit-mouthed woman
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crooning the syllables inside her electronic game. Haruka blinks. She’d
forgotten what her name sounded like.
Another unintelligible shriek pierces the train’s compartment, and Haruka lets her copper bangs hide her bewildered eyes
while turning the game’s background music louder. Only one other
passenger wears headphones; the rest are rendered deaf by will and
conquered ignorance. None see nor hear the dying boy before them. If
they are the perfect citizens of this post-H Day world, they do not even
think of him. Their brains do not register any electrical signals, though
they whisper with little zaps of nerves to notice death at hand. No synapses fire, no moves are made, and the boy is still dying.
Haruka remembers the last time she felt death. Everywhere,
just like now. However, no one talks about the bombing to such a
degree that no one speaks at all. Foreign infiltration, Takeshi told his
sister, polluting Japan’s skies with an excess of hydrogen and dumping black into the air that pours down onto innocents, Haruka. Melting their skin to tatters and electrifying their bones to dust. The skies
filled with red, white, and blue.
Maybe Takeshi talked too much; maybe that’s why he died.
Haruka had only been speaking for two years when Port City H was
blown to bits during that infamous August. Yet, Japan would always remember, and so would her children, as the air became live with chemicals and the babies born wrong. In those times, the ‘Land of the Sun’
couldn’t even see that bright orb, blotted out by shadows and hatred.
Takeshi wasn’t near H during the nuclear explosion—Haruka remembered this from his letters addressed from his private plane—but
that was the last she heard of him. The mailbox went silent, not one
of Takeshi’s letters ever to arrive again. Haruka’s parents didn’t say
anything, they simply took her to the empty grave that rainy morning,
where the harsh mourning bells spoke volumes. After that, they gave
up speaking altogether, and Haruka’s world went mute.
Without Takeshi, Haruka began to see for herself in the silence,
as paranoia took residence at their dinner table. Scarred flesh did not
heal, and broken hearts did not forget. It became an unspoken rule to
revert to the time before H Day and the war, a time when Japan was
blissfully isolated. Yet, Haruka’s world became not only isolated from
the outside one but also isolated within itself. Allegiances and vulnerability were dangerous. Trust had been betrayed, and so humanity
became a synonym for weakness. Haruka’s mother stopped reading
her bedtime stories, then stopped speaking, and eventually, stopped
looking at her. She gave her precocious daughter an electronic with
the new regime’s rigorous method of “home-schooling” pre-installed
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and left her to her devices.
Intensely focused on that loathsome electronic now, Haruka
misses the friends she had before the schools shut down. She misses
the peanut butter and jelly sandwiches they ate before the embargo on
foreign trade put an embargo on her favorite Calligraphy Club snack.
She misses her native word for “love” and the way it felt on her tongue
before her brother disappeared and the land went mum. Love could be
betrayed: Haruka felt it. “Trust” became only a myth whispered on the
wind of kamikaze planes.
The very word makes Haruka shudder behind closed eyelids
repressing tears. Kamikaze. It is soon followed by an even uglier and
painful sound: Takeshi. Haruka wonders if everyone else is fighting for
words within themselves the same way she is.
“HYAAAAA.” The nonsensical scream breaks her meditation,
and Haruka alone seems to hear the boy’s pain. She wonders if her
electronic’s volume control is broken. She feels like she’s going deaf
like all the others, but she can’t blast the gaming music any louder.
“Rrrr...r...ru..rr—,” the boy stutters, foaming at the mouth now
and gesturing wildly. Haruka witnesses his madness through peripheral vision. Her electronic game announces that she’s reached the next
level. “Welcome,” Kuchisake Onna hisses.
“AAAAAAAAAH!” Haruka drops her electronic with a gasp and
watches the boy fall. His neck lashes backward unnaturally, and he
throws himself onto the floor with a resounding thud from his skull.
Haruka’s sharp inhalation is the only sound heard on the dead silent
train.
Haruka’s cherry mouth remains agape, and she is paralyzed
until the train doors open and its occupants flood out, robotically
stepping over the mess. After a momentary lapse, Haruka too stands
before the spreading blood can reach her white Nikes. Pausing to
retrieve her fallen electronic, she notices the name written on the tag
sticking out of the prostrate boy’s hoodie. Only the first two characters
are visible: Ta. Ke.
“No,” Haruka says aloud before clamping a hand across her
mouth as if to swallow the sound. She shoves her electronic into her
pocket, but not before catching her reflection in the dark, shattered
glass. Eyes of uncanny hazel stare back at her.
The boy on the train may die, but they all die every day. Haruka
reflects on this truth as she runs home under a blood-stained parasol
through heavy downpour. A world of people already dead continue
past her, as though death itself were merely a dream too disturbing to
waste a glance upon.
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Apocalypse LLC
EMMARIE T. TOPPAN

Welcome to Apocalypse LLC, your resident intergalactic apocalypse instigation company. Business has really been booming—pun
intended—since the successful eradication of Local 4, and our Yelp reviews have never been better. We appreciate your patience and timely
arrival for this appointment, especially given the high demand for our
services in this current space and time.
So, you want to initiate an apocalypse. What’s next? Let’s
explore our options. I see you’re from Earth, now that’s a messy little
planet. There have been several disasters in the past, but I’d say you’re
due for a new one. Meteors… ice ages…. Ah, the plague. That wasn’t
entirely successful. We’ve really ironed out the details since then,
especially with the increase in transatlantic crossings. They’re drastically more effective now.
Do you want to selectively eliminate humanity, or demolish the
planet? We have a wealth of unnatural disasters; people are so self-destructive. Whether it’s global warming, the AI revolution, or a worldwide nuclear holocaust, they’re all entirely feasible. If you don’t want
to commit to anyone’s survival, there’s always the flaming consumption of Earth on behalf of the Sun. That’s fun. You’ll have to organize
and pay for your own relocation, though.
I hope this conversation has been helpful. Please inform us of
any preferences at your earliest convenience, as preparations may
take up to three weeks to complete. Payment can be processed at your
discretion, but be aware that we do require a 50% advance deposit to
start the arrangements. Have a nice day!
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Stones on a Hill
KENZIE SMITH

Wren
August 4, 1996

I know most people say life is too short, but I think mine was
long enough. I did everything I wanted to do; graduated highschool
with my best friend Betsy, met a wonderful man in the first year of college, got married the very next spring, and had three beautiful babies
shortly after. Dan found a great job in Massachusetts, the kids went
to school each day, and I spent my afternoons cooking and cleaning
and embroidering nice little sayings into pillows. What more could a
woman want? Right?
Sure, it became a little monotonous sometimes. Dan was always
working, so it was often just me and the kids. And when they grew up
and moved away, I thought maybe Dan would retire. But he just kept
working until he keeled over on his desk one day at the age of 66. I
wonder if that’s why they’ll think I did it, to be with the old bastard
again.
Oh, despite all his flaws, I loved him. When we first started dating, I honestly thought he might be magic. He would walk into a room
and the air would start buzzing. I’d accidentally kill a houseplant and
within a week of him watering the remains, he’d bring it back to life.
He’d plan an outdoor date on a night it was supposed to rain, and I’d
tell him that it was supposed to rain, but he’d tell me to trust him; and
somehow, the sky would be clear and full of stars. I do miss him terribly. But he’s not why I took the extra pills.
I guess I just figured it was time. The kids are doing great. Carol
has a job as a school teacher and she met a great guy, who I suspect
will pop the question in just a few months. Robert and his wife Isabell
just moved into a brand new house in Rhode Island. They’ll probably
start thinking about kids soon and I’m disappointed I’ll miss that, but
at least I met one of my grandbabies. Georgia and Leonard really seem
so happy, and little Margaret is sprouting up so fast, she’ll reach the
moon in no time. My family was really the only reason I was sticking
around and they didn’t need me anymore.
And I wanted to go. I had always been drawn to this place. Dan
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thought it was odd for a grown woman to spend her time in a graveyard, but I always found it peaceful. The dead don’t ask you how you
are doing, they don’t question why you didn’t get out of bed the day
before, they don’t worry so much. It’s silent here, with only the whispers of the wind through the birch trees that crown the hill above, like
a greeting, welcoming me home.
Georgia
June 18, 2010

I apologize for the crass language, but fuck this shit! I probably shouldn’t be cursing considering I’m about to meet the guy who
outlawed it, but he’s also the one who got me into this mess, so I think
a few choice words are appropriate.
I wasn’t supposed to go out like this. I’m only 55, I had another
25 good years in me and maybe 10 more bad ones on top of that. I
went to church, I paid my dues, I never stole anything, never did drugs
(well, hard drugs. Hash doesn’t count, right?). I was a good daughter
(most of the time). And I was a good wife (until Leonard left me for
that whore). Okay so maybe I wasn’t perfect, but I really did my best as
a mother. That’s the part that kills me (no pun intended); that Margaret now has to do it all on her own.
She and Henry weren’t even trying. They only just got married
last year. She told me over coffee a few weeks ago that they wanted to
travel the world, roam through Rome, eat in Hungary, check out the
Czech Republic. And she’s only 25, she has a few more years before
she had to start thinking about that. But then last Sunday, she cancelled our weekly coffee date because she had a “stomach flu” that had
been making her nauseous every morning for the past week.
I was going to let her figure it out herself. It’s a special and
heart wrenching thing for a woman to come to that conclusion. I didn’t
want to spoil it for her. And of course if she didn’t grasp it within the
week, then I’d drop hints next Sunday. I’d wear baby blue and pink,
and order baby carrots, and show her a cute video of a mother dog
with her pups or something else ridiculously adorable and maternal.
And then I’d ask her if she was feeling better from the “sickness” she
was feeling “in the morning.” She hasn’t always been the sharpest at
picking up subtlety, so if she still didn’t get it, I’d shove a test in her
face and hold her hand while we waited to find out if I was right (and
I’m always right).
But then I fucking died! Tuesday morning, I was driving to
work at my ceramics shop the next town over. It’s a forty minute drive,
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but one jackass semi-truck driver crashing through the guardrail on
I-91 and suddenly I’m at my final destination. Suddenly, my dreams
of opening a second location for my ceramics shop, of growing old in
a rocking chair on the lake, of being the grandmother that spoils her
grandkids rotten, of dying of old age after a long full life surrounded
by family and love, are all wiped away. Suddenly I’m being shoved
in the back of a hearse and dropped into a worm filled, six foot hole
surrounded by bare trees, rotting leaves, brown grass, and a bunch of
dead people (including my bitch of a mother who chose a stomach of
pills over her family!).
But Maggs will be okay without me. She’s always been tough,
that one. She never cried over scraped knees, just stuck a bandaid on
it and got back on her bike. She was only 12 when my mom died, but
she slept by my side every night for a month just to make sure I was
okay. She was 14 when Leonard left; I was a mess, but she helped me
put the pieces of our lives back together. She’s always had a brave
soul, made of something stronger than most. She’ll get through this,
no problem. And she’ll be a great mother when the little one comes
around. I just wish I could be here to see it.
Paige
May 21, 2019

It isn’t much of a party. I thought that since there would be
flowers and everyone was getting dressed up, it might feel a bit like a
party. But there’s nothing to celebrate.
My stockings itch the whole time. Dad made me wear them
even though they’re too tight and have a hole in one of the heels. Mom
wanted to go out to the store and get a new pair for me. She said I have
to look my best for our family. But Dad told her, “no one is going to see
her feet anyways. She looks beautiful, one hole doesn’t really matter.”
I have to be completely silent during church. The priest’s
speech is so boring, I almost fall asleep. Mom can’t sit still in her seat
like I can. I wasn’t allowed to sit near her because we each have special
seats, but I can see her fidgeting from across the room. Her shoulders
shudder every few minutes; maybe she is cold too.
When the mass finally ends, we all go back outside again. It
really is a beautiful day. So beautiful, you might forget to be sad. The
wind is singing, the sun is sparkling on the lake, and the sky is full of
white cotton candy! Cumulus clouds. Mrs. Healy taught me that last
year in school, even though they don’t teach the other kids that until
the fifth grade. I see one that looks like our old dog Bo and I try to
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point it out to Mommy, but she doesn’t hear me.
It isn’t a very long walk to the graveyard; just across the street
and up the hill a bit. Mom says this is where our whole family is buried: my great grandparents Daniel and Wren, my grandmother Georgia, and a bunch of other old people I’ve never met. They must have
been dead for a while, because the tombstones look pretty old too.
Moss is growing on some of their rounded tops and they have weird
spots. But next to them is the new one. It’s smaller and cleaner and
much more detailed than the others. Mom chose one shaped like an
angel spreading her wings toward the sky with a sad smile on her face.
I think it’s the most beautiful statue I’ve ever seen.
Everyone stands around the statue and the boring priest says
some more stuff, but I’m not really paying attention. From this spot
on the hill, there is a perfect view of our house down the road, town
across the lake, and my favorite lilypad field along the bank below. The
sun dances on the water like it’s full of glitter. I’m getting tired and I’m
thinking maybe I’ll just rest my eyes for a minute. I catch snippets of
the priest’s final words: “Beloved daughter of Henry and Margaret...
only nine years old...leukemia...God’s plan.” I drift off to sleep to mom’s
whispered “I love you, Paige,” and they gently tuck me into my resting
place. I hope I have good dreams.
Margaret
May 21, 2020

It’s been a year, now. A lot’s happened in a year. A lot’s happened in a lifetime.
Henry and I got divorced. The stress of Paige’s death was just
too much to handle. Plus the money was running out and the bills kept
rolling in from the hospital. It’s cruel that they still make me pay for
the cures, even when they didn’t work; that they still make me pay the
doctors, even when they failed at the one thing I’ve hired them to do.
And then I had the additional bills from my own treatment-- the endless hours of “how does that make you feel?” and my little blue pills
that made the tears stop, my tongue numb, and my heart slow. But the
memories always remained, vivid and inescapable.
We only started noticing something was wrong a few years
before. Paige was 7. She didn’t want to go to school one day, and I
thought it was because she had a spelling quiz that I knew she hadn’t
studied for. But halfway through the day, I got a call from the school
saying Paige got a nosebleed in class and when she went to the nurse’s
office, they found she was running a fever of 104 degrees. I thought
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the nosebleed was a fluke and the fever just the flu. So I brought her
home, put the humidifier next to her bed, pressed a cold washcloth on
her head and kept her hydrated with water and her favorite chicken
noodle soup. When the fever didn’t break the next day, I brought her
to the doctor for a check up, but she sent us straight to the hospital.
I called Henry from the car in tears and told him to meet us there. I
think that’s when Paige started to get scared; she never saw me cry.
They kept her for two days without any idea what was wrong.
They ran so many tests, I thought she would fall apart from the poking
and prodding. I didn’t sleep at all those two days, sitting by her side,
fluffing her pillow, holding her tiny hand and painting her nails in her
favorite pink to cheer her up. When they finally gave us a diagnosis,
late-stage M7 Acute Myeloid Leukemia, I thought I was finally asleep
and having a nightmare. But I never woke up from it.
It was almost two years of endless treatment, half the time
living at the hospital and the other half bringing the hospital home.
And through all the drugs and trials and tests, Paige just kept getting weaker. In the beginning, when we were still naively optimistic
that Paige would pull through and one day walk a stage to receive her
diploma, her bachelor’s degree, maybe even a masters or doctorate,
we hired a home-tutor, Mrs. Healy. Paige loved her and they would talk
and giggle for hours about science and literature and cultures from far
away places that Paige wanted to visit. I think Mrs. Healy was part of
why Paige held on for so long; she still had more questions she needed
answered.
“Mrs. Healy,” she’d say. “Why don’t we have a king and queen?”
“Mrs. Healy, how do planes fly?”
“Mrs. Healy, why do people from other countries have different
skin colors?”
“Mrs. Healy, what happens when you die?”
I wonder if you just stay where you’re put, here on this hilltop, watching the sun rise every morning on the left and set on the
right, feeling the breeze as it sweeps up auburn leaves in the fall and
cherry blossoms in the spring, listening to the loons on the lake and
the whispers of the lapping shore. It’s not such a bad home, especially
surrounded by family. Mom and Grandma Wren would have loved her
so much. I pray she got to meet them, wherever they all are.
I hope, now that I’m finally going, I get see them all again too.
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